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Overview
• Part 1: three neutrons in a finite volume
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Outline: Part 1
• Motivation: why study 3 (relativistic) neutrons in a box

• Background: 3-particle formalisms

• Overview of Relativistic Field Theory (RFT) approach

• New issues with spin ½ fermions

• Final result

• Threshold expansion for 

• Ongoing/future work

𝒦df,3
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Motivation
• Determine 3 neutron interaction from first principles using LQCD

• Important for neutron star EoS, heavy nuclei, …

• Incorporating spin into 3-particle formalism in a simple setting

• Extensions to 3 nucleon interactions in isosymmetric QCD should be straightforward

• Important step on the way to studying Roper: 

• Want relativistic approach since, for heavier than physical pions, the first 
inelastic threshold (where the formalism breaks down) can occur for 
relativistic nucleons

• And for future applications such as the Roper, relativistic effects needed

N(1440) → πN, ππN
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3-particle formalism
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ℳ2

•  is a real, infinite-volume (but scheme-dependent) K matrix that is smooth aside 
from possible 3-particle resonance poles; integral equations ensure unitarity of 

• Parametrize  and  in an “effective-range-like expansion” about threshold and 
determine parameters by fitting spectrum

• With multiple frames and waves, there is not a 1-to-1 relation between energies and 
phase shifts, so a global fit is required

𝒦df,3
ℳ3

𝒦2 𝒦df,3
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3-particle formalism

• Formalism exists for arbitrary choices of spinless particles [References in backup slides]

• QC3 implemented for 3 identical scalars ( ), , , , and  theory [Talks by 
Döring, Romero-López & Rusetsky]

• Integral equations solved for identical scalars including two-particle and three-particle bound states and 
resonances [Talks by Dawid, Döring & Islam]

• Three approaches used in derivation: generic Relativistic Field Theory (RFT) [Romero-
López], (relativized) NREFT [Rusetsky], and Finite-volume Unitarity (FVU) [Döring]

• Formally equivalent up to technical details

• We use the RFT approach

3π+, 3K+ 3π(I=1) π+π+K+ K+K+π+ ϕ4
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Overview of RFT approach
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[Hansen & SRS]

• All (symmetric) RFT QC3s have the same form; all that varies are the matrix indices

• Derived by determining power-law volume dependence of finite-volume 3-particle 
correlation functions to all orders in a skeleton expansion in a generic relativistic EFT

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

Figure 1. Diagrams relevant for the derivation of the quantization condition for three neutrons in
a finite volume. Lines with arrows indicate fully-dressed neutron propagators. (We envision time
flowing from right to left to match the ordering of incoming and outgoing states in the expressions
of the main text.) The tall ellipses indicate the ‡ functions arising from the interpolating operators
while the circles indicate two- and three-particle Bethe-Salpeter kernels.

where b = P ≠ k ≠ a, and we have introduced the “endcap” ‡–1,–2,–3(a, k), defined by

‡–1–2–3(a, k) =
ÿ

pœP
sig(p) ◊ ur1

–1(a)ur2
–2(b)ur3

–3(k) ◊ p[fr1r2r3(a, b, k)] . (3.58)

Here P is the set of six permutations acting on the momentum and spin indices. For
example if we define p1¡2 as the permutation exchanging both the indices r1 and r2 and
the corresponding momenta a and b, then

p1¡2[fr1r2r3(a, b, k)] = fr2r1r3(b, a, k) . (3.59)

The factor sig(p) is 1 for a cyclic permutation and ≠1 otherwise. As a result, only the
antisymmetric part of fr1r2r3(a, b, k) contributes in eq. (3.58).

To analyze eq. (3.57), one next uses the identity of eq. (3.55) to evaluate the k0 and
a0 integrals within

s
a, L and

s
k, L. This yields

C [1(a)]
L (P ) = ÂC [1(a)]

Œ (P )

+ 1
6

1
L6

ÿ

a,k

‡–1–2–3(a, k) i(/a + m)–1—1 (/b + m)–2—2 (/k + m)–3—3

2Êa2Êk(b2 ≠ m2) ‡†
—1—2—3

(a, k) , (3.60)

where ÂC [1(a)]
Œ (P ) is a quantity with negligible (exponentially suppressed) L dependence.

(The tilde is used as we will require a redefinition to reach our final quantity, C [1(a)]
Œ (P ).)

To reach eq. (3.60) we have used the result that all contributions containing at least
one factor of RL,–—(p) lead to exponentially suppressed volume dependence. In the term
proportional to 1/[(a2

≠ m2)(b2
≠ m2)(k2

≠ m2)] we have evaluated the a0 and k0 integrals
by closing the contours in the complex plane, encircling poles at a0 = Êa and k0 = Êk.
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• Volume dependence arises from 3-particle cuts

FFF FFF F G

det [F−1
3 (E, P, L) + 𝒦df,3(E*)] = 0

F3 =
F
3

− F
1

𝒦−1
2,L + F + G

F
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New features for spin ½
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• Extra spin degree of freedom—gives extra matrix indices

• Total spin is conserved in NR limit; no longer true in relativistic system, due to Wigner 
rotations induced by boosts

𝒦2

𝒦2

Interactions in moving frames
can flip spins

• Antisymmetry of states due to Fermi statistics

• Inclusion of spin is much more complicated than for 2-particle QC [Briceño]
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3-particle coordinates

9

• 3 scalars with total momentum (E, ⃗P )

• In finite volume,   matrix indices  

• What changes when include spin?

⃗k = (2π/L)ℤ3 ⇒ {k, ℓ, m}

[  of  the spectator] x [  of  the “pair” or “dimer”]⃗k ℓm

(ωa, ⃗a )Lab or
“Finite-volume”
frame

Pair CM
frameb

b*
a*

k*

̂a*

̂b* = − ̂a*
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Describing spin ½ states

10

• Standard moving spin states: boost from CMF; corresponds to spinor u(p, s)

spin-1/2 particles. This allows us to e�ciently summarize the new derivation, first, in
section 3.3, for the simplest contributing classes of diagrams, and then, in section 3.3.3,
extending to all orders. The final result in then presented in the following section, section 4.

3.1 Three-body spin states in a relativistic formalism

We begin with a discussion of the construction of spin states in a relativistic framework, and
the transformation properties of such states under Lorentz boosts. An extended discussion
on this can be found, e.g., in ref. [86].

We start by considering the states of a particle at rest, with mass m, spin s and
azimuthal component ms. The states are denoted by |s msÍ where, as usual, we take ẑ as
the quantization axis. These states transform in the usual way under a general rotation R,

U(R) |s msÍ = |s mÕ
sÍ D

(s)
mÕ

s,ms
(R) , (3.1)

where U(R) is the unitary operator corresponding to R, D
(s)
mÕ

s,ms
(R) is the Wigner matrix

for angular momentum s, and there is an implicit sum over mÕ
s. We then construct states

with nonzero momentum p as

|p, s msÍ = U(L(—p)) |s msÍ , (3.2)

where L(—p) is a pure boost with velocity —p = p/Êp, with Êp =


p2 + m2, such that
the boosted state has four-momentum pµ = (Êp, p). In this way, |p, s msÍ is defined unam-
biguously without specifying a quantization axis in the moving frame. This is referred to
as the standard basis and corresponds in the spin-1/2 case precisely to the state with the
spinor u(p, ms).

The boost in eq. (3.2) can be represented as

L(—p) = R(◊p, n̂p) · L(—pẑ) · R(◊p, n̂p)≠1, (3.3)

where R(◊p, n̂p) is a rotation that takes a vector in the z-direction to point along the indi-
cated momentum, i.e. p̂ = R(◊p, n̂p)ẑ. Here n̂p defines the axis about which the rotation
is performed and ◊p is the rotation angle. Using this representation, it is straightforward
to determine the transformation of the states in eq. (3.2) under rotations to be

U(R) |p, s msÍ = |Rp, s mÕ
sÍ D

(s)
mÕ

s,ms
(R) . (3.4)

This is advantageous as it is equivalent to the transformations of a nonrelativistic spin
state.

The transformation of the states in eq. (3.2) under boosts requires some additional
discussion. This is due to the fact that the azimuthal component of the spin does not
remain unchanged under a generic boost. Consider the transformation

U(L(—k)) |p, s msÍ = U(L(—k))U(L(—p)) |s msÍ , (3.5)

with —k a generic velocity. To work this out, we can use the well-known result that the
product of two boosts is equal to the combination of a single boost and a rotation,

L(—k)L(—p) = L(—Õ)R(◊, n̂). (3.6)
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≡ | p, ms( p)⟩ for spin ½
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• Lab-frame description of 3 spin-½ particles (lab-axis frame)

| p, sms⟩ = U(L(βp)) |0, sms⟩

|k, ms(k)⟩ ⊗ |a, ms(a)⟩ ⊗ |b, ms(b)⟩

k

a

b

• Natural choice for 

• Collect spin indices into vector:  

𝒦df,3

ms = (ms(k), ms(a), ms(b))
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• Natural choice for , and for QC3

• Collect spin indices into vector:  

𝒦2

m*s = (ms(k), ms(a*), ms(b*))

Describing spin ½ states

11

• To combine spins of pair with orbital angular momentum , need a & b in pair CMFℓ

• Thus introduce dimer-axis frame spin indices

• Relation between spin components involves Wigner rotations, e.g.

|a*, ms(a*)⟩ ≡ U(L(βa*)) |0, ms⟩ and |b*, ms(b*)⟩ ≡ U(L(βb*)) |0, ms⟩

|k, ms(k)⟩ ⊗ |a*, ms(a*)⟩ ⊗ |b*, ms(b*)⟩
k*

a*
b*

|a*, ms(a)⟩ ≡ U(L(−βP−k)) |a, ms(a)⟩

= U(L(−βP−k))U(L(βa)) |0, ms⟩

= U(L(βa*))U(Ra)) |0, ms⟩

= |a*, m′ s(a*)⟩𝒟(Ra)m′ sms

Wigner rotation

Spin ½ Wigner D-matrix
representing 

Wigner rotation
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Impact on G

12

p

k

b

det [F−1
3 (E, P, L) + 𝒦df,3(E*)] = 0 F3 =

F
3

− F
1

𝒦−1
2,L + F + G

F

• Arises when spectator is switched

• Spin components conserved in lab frame

ΔL,αβ(b) = i
(/b + m)αβ

b2 − m2 + iϵ
+ RL,αβ(b)

Fully dressed propagator Nonsingular residue

(/b + m)αβ
b0=ωb

=
2

∑
r=1

ur
α(b)ur

β(b)

• Leads to Wigner D-matrices when express in dimer-axis frame

labeled b in figure 1(c). The exact definition makes use of momentum coordinates in the
two-particle CMFof the scattering pair, both before and after the switch. Specifically we
define kú

p [pú
k] as the spatial part of the four-momentum arising from boosting kµ = (Êk, k)

[pµ = (Êp, p)] with boost velocity ≠—P ≠p [≠—P ≠k]. In addition to the momenta, we
require the two-particle CMFenergy Eú

2,k, defined in eq. (2.2), and the analogous quantity
Eú

2,p obtained by replacing k with p. From these one can define the on-shell two-particle
CMFmomentum qú

2,k and qú
2,p using eq. (2.6).

We are now ready to give the lab-frame axis version of G for three spin-half particles:

[Glab]p¸ÕmÕmÕ
s;k¸mms(E, P , L) © ≠”mÕ

s(p),ms(p)”mÕ
s(k),ms(k)”mÕ

s(b),ms(b)

◊
i

4ÊpÊkL6
H(p)H(k)

b2 ≠ m2
4fiY¸ÕmÕ(kú

p)Yú
¸m(pú

k)
qú¸Õ

2,p qú¸
2,k

, (3.27)

where Y¸m(x) = |x|
¸Y¸m(x̂) is a harmonic polynomial, and

b2 = (E ≠ Êk ≠ Êp)2
≠ (P ≠ p ≠ k)2 . (3.28)

The smooth cuto� function H(k) was already introduced in eq. (2.5). In the context of
three neutrons, we note that the allowed support for the H function is set by the left-hand
cut arising from t-channel pion exchange in the two-neutron amplitude. A similar situation
is discussed in refs. [48, 64] in the context of the RFT formalism for Kfifi and KKfi, see
also ref. [87]. Relative to the spin-zero G function discussed in section 2 [see the explanation
above eq. (2.7)], the definition (3.27) contains an extra factor of i/(2ÊpL3), matching the
conventions of ref. [39].

There are two key new features relative to the form for spin-zero particles. The first is
the overall minus sign. This results from the antisymmetry of the fermionic multi-particle
state or, equivalently, from the anti-commutation of Grassmann variables in evaluating
Feynman diagrams. This is discussed in more detail in section 3.3.2 below.

The second new feature is the appearance of a product of Kronecker deltas in the spin
components. This encodes the fact that, for spin components defined in the lab frame, G

simply acts like an identity matrix in spin space, a point that will be discussed further in
section 3.3.1. Strictly speaking this only holds when all three particles are on shell, which
is not the case in general: although k and p are on shell by construction, b is not. This
is potentially problematic because the lab-frame state |b, ms(b)Í, given by eq. (3.11), is
defined only for on-shell four-momenta. In particular, the boost velocity used to define the
state is —b © b/Êb, even though b0

”= Êb in general. The resolution to this issue is that all
that matters for the derivation of the quantization condition is that the choice of state is
correct on shell, i.e. at the pole where b2 = m2. Choices that di�er o� shell lead to finite
shifts in Kdf,3, since the di�erences cancel the pole.

We stress that the Kronecker deltas in eq. (3.27) cannot be written as ”mÕ
sms , because

the order of spin components in the compound labels does not match:

mÕ
s =

!
ms(p), ms(k), ms(b)

"
, ms =

!
ms(k), ms(p), ms(b)

"
. (3.29)

– 12 –

Non-trivial spin structure arises when we transform to the dimer-axis frame. The
transformation is similar to that for Kdf,3 discussed in the previous subsection,

Gp¸ÕmÕmÕú
s ;k¸mmú

s
= D

(p,k)†
mÕú

s mÕÕ
s

G
lab
p¸ÕmÕmÕÕ

s ;k¸mmÕÕÕ
s

D
(k,p)
mÕÕÕ

s mú
s

, (3.30)

where mÕÕ
s and mÕÕÕ

s are summed.
The change of basis matrices are given explicitly by

D
(k,p)
mÕÕÕ

s mú
s

= ”mÕÕÕ
s (k)ms(k)D(R≠1

p )mÕÕÕ
s (p)ms(pú)D(R≠1

bk
)mÕÕÕ

s (bk)ms(bú
k) , (3.31)

D
(p,k)
mÕÕÕ

s mú
s

= ”mÕÕÕ
s (p)ms(p)D(R≠1

k )mÕÕÕ
s (k)ms(kú)D(R≠1

bp
)mÕÕÕ

s (bp)ms(bú
p) . (3.32)

These depend on a total of four rotations, denoted by Rp, Rbk
, Rk and Rbp as shown. Each

of the four is induced by relating two successive boosts to a single boost, via eq. (3.6).
Thus all rotations can be expressed according to eq. (3.9). Specifically, we define

Rp : n̂ = ≠
—P ≠k ◊ —p

|—P ≠k ◊ —p|
, cos ◊ =

(1 + “p + “P ≠k + “Õ
P ≠k,p)2

(1 + “p)(1 + “P ≠k)(1 + “Õ
P ≠k,p) ≠ 1 , (3.33)

Rk : n̂ = ≠
—P ≠p ◊ —k

|—P ≠p ◊ —k|
, cos ◊ =

(1 + “k + “P ≠p + “Õ
P ≠p,k)2

(1 + “k)(1 + “P ≠p)(1 + “Õ
P ≠p,k) ≠ 1 , (3.34)

where

“Õ
P ≠k,p = “P ≠k“p(1 ≠ —P ≠k · —p) , “Õ

P ≠p,k = “P ≠p“k(1 ≠ —P ≠p · —k) . (3.35)

Rbk
is defined as for Rp, but with —p replaced by —b = b/Êb, and “p replaced by “b =Ò

1/(1 ≠ —2
b ). Similarly, Rbp is defined as for Rk, but with —p replaced by —b and “k

replaced by “b. As noted above, since b is o� shell in general, the choice of boost velocities
is only unambiguous at the on-shell point. Any o�-shell extension choice that is used
consistently is su�cient to perform the derivation, and our choice here is to use —b = b/Êb

rather than, say, b/b0.

3.2.3 F

We next turn to the kinematic function F , which implements the sum-integral di�erence for
a loop involving two of the three-particles. The definition in the lab-axis frame is obtained
from the standard form for F for scalar particles by adding Kronecker deltas in spin space,

[Flab]kÕ¸ÕmÕmÕ
s;k¸mms(E, P , L) © ”mÕ

sms”kÕk
iH(k)
2ÊkL3

1
2

5 1
L3

ÿ

a

≠p.v.
⁄

a

6

◊
4fiY¸ÕmÕ(aú

k)Yú
¸m(aú

k)
2Êa(b2 ≠ m2)

1
(qú

2,k)¸+¸Õ , (3.36)

where here the order of the compound spin indices do match, such that we can use

”mÕ
sms = ”mÕ

s(k)ms(k)”mÕ
s(a)ms(a)”mÕ

s(b)ms(b) . (3.37)
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Sign from Fermi
Statistics

Product of two Wigner 
D-matrices (one for each

Member of pair)

Spin indices match
in lab frame
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F3 =
F
3

− F
1

𝒦−1
2,L + F + G

F

Impact on F

13

det [F−1
3 (E, P, L) + 𝒦df,3(E*)] = 0

Non-trivial spin structure arises when we transform to the dimer-axis frame. The
transformation is similar to that for Kdf,3 discussed in the previous subsection,

Gp¸ÕmÕmÕú
s ;k¸mmú

s
= D

(p,k)†
mÕú

s mÕÕ
s

G
lab
p¸ÕmÕmÕÕ

s ;k¸mmÕÕÕ
s

D
(k,p)
mÕÕÕ

s mú
s

, (3.30)

where mÕÕ
s and mÕÕÕ

s are summed.
The change of basis matrices are given explicitly by

D
(k,p)
mÕÕÕ

s mú
s

= ”mÕÕÕ
s (k)ms(k)D(R≠1

p )mÕÕÕ
s (p)ms(pú)D(R≠1

bk
)mÕÕÕ

s (bk)ms(bú
k) , (3.31)

D
(p,k)
mÕÕÕ

s mú
s

= ”mÕÕÕ
s (p)ms(p)D(R≠1

k )mÕÕÕ
s (k)ms(kú)D(R≠1

bp
)mÕÕÕ

s (bp)ms(bú
p) . (3.32)

These depend on a total of four rotations, denoted by Rp, Rbk
, Rk and Rbp as shown. Each

of the four is induced by relating two successive boosts to a single boost, via eq. (3.6).
Thus all rotations can be expressed according to eq. (3.9). Specifically, we define

Rp : n̂ = ≠
—P ≠k ◊ —p

|—P ≠k ◊ —p|
, cos ◊ =

(1 + “p + “P ≠k + “Õ
P ≠k,p)2

(1 + “p)(1 + “P ≠k)(1 + “Õ
P ≠k,p) ≠ 1 , (3.33)

Rk : n̂ = ≠
—P ≠p ◊ —k

|—P ≠p ◊ —k|
, cos ◊ =

(1 + “k + “P ≠p + “Õ
P ≠p,k)2

(1 + “k)(1 + “P ≠p)(1 + “Õ
P ≠p,k) ≠ 1 , (3.34)

where

“Õ
P ≠k,p = “P ≠k“p(1 ≠ —P ≠k · —p) , “Õ

P ≠p,k = “P ≠p“k(1 ≠ —P ≠p · —k) . (3.35)

Rbk
is defined as for Rp, but with —p replaced by —b = b/Êb, and “p replaced by “b =Ò

1/(1 ≠ —2
b ). Similarly, Rbp is defined as for Rk, but with —p replaced by —b and “k

replaced by “b. As noted above, since b is o� shell in general, the choice of boost velocities
is only unambiguous at the on-shell point. Any o�-shell extension choice that is used
consistently is su�cient to perform the derivation, and our choice here is to use —b = b/Êb

rather than, say, b/b0.

3.2.3 F

We next turn to the kinematic function F , which implements the sum-integral di�erence for
a loop involving two of the three-particles. The definition in the lab-axis frame is obtained
from the standard form for F for scalar particles by adding Kronecker deltas in spin space,

[Flab]kÕ¸ÕmÕmÕ
s;k¸mms(E, P , L) © ”mÕ

sms”kÕk
iH(k)
2ÊkL3

1
2

5 1
L3

ÿ

a

≠p.v.
⁄

a

6

◊
4fiY¸ÕmÕ(aú

k)Yú
¸m(aú

k)
2Êa(b2 ≠ m2)

1
(qú

2,k)¸+¸Õ , (3.36)

where here the order of the compound spin indices do match, such that we can use

”mÕ
sms = ”mÕ

s(k)ms(k)”mÕ
s(a)ms(a)”mÕ

s(b)ms(b) . (3.37)
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This definition of F di�ers from that for scalar particles, given in eqs. (22-24) of ref. [25],
by a factor of i/(2ÊkL3), as well as by the addition of the spin factors, and thus follows
the normalization conventions of ref. [39].

The quantities in eq. (3.36) are defined as follows. The four-momentum b is given by
bµ = (E ≠ Êk ≠ Êa, P ≠ k ≠ a), while the on-shell magnitude qú

2,k is defined in eq. (2.6).
Following the usual pattern, aú

k is the spatial part of the four-momentum resulting from
boosting aµ = (Êa, a) with boost velocity ≠—P ≠k. The sum runs over values of a = 2fina/L

where na is a three-vector of integers. The notation p.v. indicates a principal value pole
prescription, including the possible extensions discussed in ref. [38]. Finally, it is understood
that an ultraviolet cuto� must be included to evaluate the sum and integral separately.
Any dependence on the cuto� vanishes in the di�erence as can be shown using the Poisson
summation formula. The numerical evaluation of the sum-integral di�erence is discussed
in more detail, e.g., in appendix B of ref. [32] and also in appendix B of ref. [34].

As with G, this quantity must reflect the exchange properties of identical fermions. One
aspect of this is the symmetry factor of 1/2 for the ab loop, which is present exactly as in the
spin-zero case. To understand additional consequences, in particular of the antisymmetry,
it is useful to transition from the lab-axis frame and dimer-axis frame. However, in this
case there is no distinction

F = F
lab . (3.38)

This is an important simplification as the change of basis matrices would in fact depend
on the summed coordinate. However, since F

lab is diagonal in spectator momentum, the
dimer frame is the same in the initial and final states. As a result the change of basis
matrices exactly cancel.

3.2.4 K2

The final building block is the two-particle K matrix. This quantity is naturally defined in
the dimer-axis frame, and we discuss only this version of the K matrix. It can be written
in a manner analogous to that for scalars, eq. (2.4),

[K2]kÕ¸ÕmÕmÕú
s ;k¸mmú

s
(E, P ) = i”kÕk2ÊkL3

K
(¸ÕmÕmÕú

s ,¸mmú
s)

2 (Eú
2,k) , (3.39)

with K
( ··· )
2 (Eú

2,k) on the right-hand side a generalization of the quantity K
(¸)
2 (Eú

2) in eq. (2.4)
to the case of spin one-half particles, with the additional factor of i2ÊkL3 to match the
convention in ref. [39]. As above, the superscripts mú

s and mÕú
s indicate that the spin

quantization axis is defined in the two-particle CMF. The role of the spectator here is
trivial and the K matrix can be unpacked as

K
(¸ÕmÕmÕú

s ,¸mmú
s)

2 (Eú
2,k) = ”mÕ

s(k)ms(k) K
[¸ÕmÕmÕ

s(aÕú)mÕ
s(bÕú)], [¸mms(aú)ms(bú)]

2 (Eú
2,k) . (3.40)

In words, the incoming state is labeled with orbital angular momentum ¸, m together with
spin components ms(aú) and ms(bú), and the outgoing state carries the same set with
primes as indicated.

To parametrize K2, it is more common to work in the basis which diagonalizes the
total spin of the dimer, s. This can take the values s = 0 (spin singlet) or s = 1 (spin
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Impact on 𝒦2
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det [F−1
3 (E, P, L) + 𝒦df,3(E*)] = 0 F3 =

F
3

− F
1

𝒦−1
2,L + F + G

F

This definition of F di�ers from that for scalar particles, given in eqs. (22-24) of ref. [25],
by a factor of i/(2ÊkL3), as well as by the addition of the spin factors, and thus follows
the normalization conventions of ref. [39].

The quantities in eq. (3.36) are defined as follows. The four-momentum b is given by
bµ = (E ≠ Êk ≠ Êa, P ≠ k ≠ a), while the on-shell magnitude qú

2,k is defined in eq. (2.6).
Following the usual pattern, aú

k is the spatial part of the four-momentum resulting from
boosting aµ = (Êa, a) with boost velocity ≠—P ≠k. The sum runs over values of a = 2fina/L

where na is a three-vector of integers. The notation p.v. indicates a principal value pole
prescription, including the possible extensions discussed in ref. [38]. Finally, it is understood
that an ultraviolet cuto� must be included to evaluate the sum and integral separately.
Any dependence on the cuto� vanishes in the di�erence as can be shown using the Poisson
summation formula. The numerical evaluation of the sum-integral di�erence is discussed
in more detail, e.g., in appendix B of ref. [32] and also in appendix B of ref. [34].

As with G, this quantity must reflect the exchange properties of identical fermions. One
aspect of this is the symmetry factor of 1/2 for the ab loop, which is present exactly as in the
spin-zero case. To understand additional consequences, in particular of the antisymmetry,
it is useful to transition from the lab-axis frame and dimer-axis frame. However, in this
case there is no distinction

F = F
lab . (3.38)

This is an important simplification as the change of basis matrices would in fact depend
on the summed coordinate. However, since F

lab is diagonal in spectator momentum, the
dimer frame is the same in the initial and final states. As a result the change of basis
matrices exactly cancel.

3.2.4 K2

The final building block is the two-particle K matrix. This quantity is naturally defined in
the dimer-axis frame, and we discuss only this version of the K matrix. It can be written
in a manner analogous to that for scalars, eq. (2.4),

[K2]kÕ¸ÕmÕmÕú
s ;k¸mmú
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2,k) , (3.39)

with K
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2,k) on the right-hand side a generalization of the quantity K
(¸)
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2) in eq. (2.4)
to the case of spin one-half particles, with the additional factor of i2ÊkL3 to match the
convention in ref. [39]. As above, the superscripts mú

s and mÕú
s indicate that the spin

quantization axis is defined in the two-particle CMF. The role of the spectator here is
trivial and the K matrix can be unpacked as

K
(¸ÕmÕmÕú

s ,¸mmú
s)

2 (Eú
2,k) = ”mÕ

s(k)ms(k) K
[¸ÕmÕmÕ

s(aÕú)mÕ
s(bÕú)], [¸mms(aú)ms(bú)]

2 (Eú
2,k) . (3.40)

In words, the incoming state is labeled with orbital angular momentum ¸, m together with
spin components ms(aú) and ms(bú), and the outgoing state carries the same set with
primes as indicated.

To parametrize K2, it is more common to work in the basis which diagonalizes the
total spin of the dimer, s. This can take the values s = 0 (spin singlet) or s = 1 (spin
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• Naturally expressed in dimer-axis frame

This definition of F di�ers from that for scalar particles, given in eqs. (22-24) of ref. [25],
by a factor of i/(2ÊkL3), as well as by the addition of the spin factors, and thus follows
the normalization conventions of ref. [39].
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where na is a three-vector of integers. The notation p.v. indicates a principal value pole
prescription, including the possible extensions discussed in ref. [38]. Finally, it is understood
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Any dependence on the cuto� vanishes in the di�erence as can be shown using the Poisson
summation formula. The numerical evaluation of the sum-integral di�erence is discussed
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As with G, this quantity must reflect the exchange properties of identical fermions. One
aspect of this is the symmetry factor of 1/2 for the ab loop, which is present exactly as in the
spin-zero case. To understand additional consequences, in particular of the antisymmetry,
it is useful to transition from the lab-axis frame and dimer-axis frame. However, in this
case there is no distinction

F = F
lab . (3.38)

This is an important simplification as the change of basis matrices would in fact depend
on the summed coordinate. However, since F

lab is diagonal in spectator momentum, the
dimer frame is the same in the initial and final states. As a result the change of basis
matrices exactly cancel.

3.2.4 K2

The final building block is the two-particle K matrix. This quantity is naturally defined in
the dimer-axis frame, and we discuss only this version of the K matrix. It can be written
in a manner analogous to that for scalars, eq. (2.4),
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2,k) , (3.39)

with K
( ··· )
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2,k) on the right-hand side a generalization of the quantity K
(¸)
2 (Eú

2) in eq. (2.4)
to the case of spin one-half particles, with the additional factor of i2ÊkL3 to match the
convention in ref. [39]. As above, the superscripts mú

s and mÕú
s indicate that the spin

quantization axis is defined in the two-particle CMF. The role of the spectator here is
trivial and the K matrix can be unpacked as
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s(k)ms(k) K
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s(bÕú)], [¸mms(aú)ms(bú)]
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2,k) . (3.40)

In words, the incoming state is labeled with orbital angular momentum ¸, m together with
spin components ms(aú) and ms(bú), and the outgoing state carries the same set with
primes as indicated.

To parametrize K2, it is more common to work in the basis which diagonalizes the
total spin of the dimer, s. This can take the values s = 0 (spin singlet) or s = 1 (spin
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• Can convert  indices to total dimer spin: 

• Antisymmetry   and  have opposite parities and do not mix

• And then to total dimer angular momentum:

• single channel described by phase shift

• for even  have two-channel mixing

𝒦2 {ℓmsμs}
⇒ s = 0 s = 1

{jμj}
s = 0 ⇒ even ℓ = j ⇒
s = 1 ⇒ odd ℓ ⇒ j = ℓ−1,ℓ, ℓ+1 ⇒ j > 0
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Final results

15

• Quantization condition (boldface quantities absorb factors of )i, 2ω, L3

det
k,ℓ,m,m*s

[F−1
3 − Kdf,3] = 0 F3 =

F
3

+ F
1

K−1
2 − F − G

F

• In practice, must truncate in  so that matrices have finite dimensionℓ

• Integral equations relating  and  take similar form to those for 

scalar particles, aside from extra spin indices and Wigner D-matrices

Kdf,3 ℳ3

• Range of validity for (isosymmetric) QCD

requiring that they respect Lorentz invariance and neutron number, and thus expect that
the resulting formalism applies generally. What we do restrict is the value of the total
CMFenergy, Eú

3 =
Ô

P 2 =


E2 ≠ P 2, in such a way that it is legitimate to neglect the
degrees of freedom that have been integrated out. In particular, for isosymmetric QCD we
require that

Ò
4m2

N ≠ m2
fi + mN < Eú

3 < 3mN + mfi . (3.53)

The upper limit is required to avoid 3N +fi on-shell states, while the lower limit avoids the
left-hand cut in two-to-two subprocesses due to single-pion exchange. The latter restriction
is necessary because, as explained in the following, the non-analyticity in K2 from the left-
hand cut leads to power-law finite-volume dependence.

Our aim in the following is to keep track of all power-like dependence of CL(P ) on
L (typically of the form of powers of 1/L), while neglecting dependence falling faster
than any power of 1/L. With a slight abuse of nomenclature, we will refer to the latter as
“exponentially suppressed”. Indeed, this category includes exponentially-suppressed scaling
of the form e≠mfiL, where mfi is the mass of the lightest degree of freedom in the system, e.g.
the pion in QCD, and generally not the mass of the spin-1/2 particle, which we denote m

in the following. For large enough L, such exponentially-suppressed terms are numerically
smaller than power-law e�ects.

The key di�erence between contributions to the finite- and infinite-volume correlators
is that the former involve sums over finite-volume momenta, while the latter involve in-
tegrals. Local vertices are unchanged. As discussed in ref. [25], one can use the Poisson
summation formula to argue that the di�erence between finite-volume sums and infinite-
volume integrals is exponentially suppressed unless the summand/integrand is singular.
This can happen either because there is an on-shell intermediate state, or because of a
non-analyticity in the vertex functions such as the above-mentioned left-hand cut. Since
in the following derivation we include the e�ects only of three-neutron intermediate states,
we are led to the same requirements on Eú

3 as given in eq. (3.53). We stress that the local-
ization of O in time plays an important role here, for it implies that states consisting, say,
of two neutrons and an antineutron, cannot propagate forward in time for an arbitrarily
long extent, and thus cannot lead to on-shell singularities.

The diagrammatic expansion involves the operators O and O
† as well as the above-

mentioned vertices. Simple examples are shown in figure 1. The neutron propagators in
these diagrams are given by

�L,–—(p) =
⁄

L
d4x eip·x

ÈTN–(x)N —(0)ÍL . (3.54)

They are thus fully dressed, and include loop diagrams that are not shown explicitly. The
subscript L on the expectation value refers to the L-dependence that arises from the spatial
periodicity, which implies that p must be drawn from the finite-volume set, and that the
spatial parts of loop momenta must be summed. However, in the vicinity of the single-
particle pole at p2 = m2, all loop contributions are far o� shell, so that L-dependence is
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Inelastic threshold2-particle subchannel LH cut
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Threshold expansion for 𝒦df,3

16

• Need parametrization of  in order to apply QC3 in practice

• Expand about threshold; analogous to effective-range expansion for 

• Similar to NR expansion in pionless EFT, except using relativistic fields

• Method: use neutron field operators 

• Write down all operators of the form  with arbitrary gamma-matrix structure and 0, 2, 4,… 
derivatives, requiring Lorentz and parity invariance 

• Take matrix elements of these operators between lab-frame states, leading to completely 
antisymmetric expressions in terms of Dirac spinors (in lab frame)

• Determine which are independent
• Insert NR expression for Dirac spinors, and expand in 3-momenta

𝒦df,3

𝒦2

𝒩
(𝒩𝒩)3
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Operators without derivatives

17

• 12 operators (have not used Fierz identities)

the external states are chosen to satisfy conservation of four-momentum. A key point here
is that Dirac spinors describe spin components in the lab-frame basis. The right-hand
side of eq. (5.3) has the correct symmetry properties to be a contribution to K

lab
df,3: it is

manifestly antisymmetric under initial or final particle interchanges, and it inherits the
correct Lorentz and parity transformation properties from those of the free-particle states.

We now consider the complete set of operators without derivatives, that is, with di-
mension of [E]9. The available Lorentz- and parity-invariant choices are OSSS and

OSPP = [N N ][N “5N ][N “5N ] ,

OSVV = [N N ][N “µN ][N “µ
N ] ,

OSAA = [N N ][N “µ“5N ][N “µ“5N ] ,

OSTT = [N N ][N ‡µ‹N ][N ‡µ‹
N ] ,

OPVA = [N “5N ][N “µN ][N “µ“5N ] ,

OPTTÕ = [N “5N ][N ‡µ‹N ][N ‡µ‹“5N ] ,

OTVV = [N ‡µ‹N ][N “µ
N ][N “‹

N ] ,

OTAA = [N ‡µ‹N ][N “µ“5N ][N “‹“5N ] ,

OTÕVA = [N ‡µ‹“5N ][N “µ
N ][N “‹“5N ] ,

OTTT = [N ‡µ‹N ][N ‡‹fl
N ][N ‡fl

µ
N ] ,

OTTÕTÕ = [N ‡µ‹N ][N ‡‹fl“5N ][N ‡fl
µ“5N ] ,

(5.4)

where we have left the x arguments implicit, and used

‡µ‹ = i
2 [“µ, “‹ ] . (5.5)

This list can be shortened using Fierz identities, but we give a complete enumeration as this
would be relevant if we were to consider nonidentical fermions. We convert these operators
into forms for K

lab
df,3 by taking matrix elements as in eq. (5.3). We then explicitly evaluate

the momentum dependence using Mathematica for arbitrary choices of spinor components
(not yet constrained to satisfy the Dirac equation) and find that all 12 operators lead to
forms that are proportional.9 Thus, with zero derivatives, there is a single contribution to
K

lab
df,3, given by the right-hand side of eq. (5.3).

We now enforce that the spinors satisfy the Dirac equation by writing

uk =
Ô

2Êk

A
‰k

‡·k
Êk+m‰k

B

, (5.6)

where ‰k is the non-relativistic two-spinor corresponding to the component ms(k), and
Êk =


k2 + m2. We insert this into eq. (5.3), and perform a nonrelativistic expansion,

i.e. an expansion in powers of k/m. The leading-order term (with no factors of k) vanishes,
as is expected because one cannot antisymmetrize the spin wavefunction of three identical

9
By contrast, there are three “four-fermion” Lorentz- and parity-operators of the form N 2N 2

. The

presence of only one “six-fermion” operator is expected at quadratic order in a nonrelativistic expansion,

where it is given by eq. (5.7). What is surprising is that this holds to all orders in this expansion.
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In this case no mixing occurs in K2 (since the two j = 0 cases have opposite parities), but
Kdf,3 and G will mix the channels, since j is not a good quantum number of the three-
particle state. Mixing in the two-particle K-matrix first arises for ¸max = 3, as discussed in
section 3.2.4.

5 Parametrization of Kdf,3

Implementing the quantization condition for three identical fermions requires a para-
metrization of Kdf,3. Since Kdf,3 is, by construction, smooth aside from three-particle
resonances or bound states, we present its parametrization in an expansion about thresh-
old. For this expansion, we work with the quantity K

lab
df,3 of eq. (3.18), in which spin

components are defined with respect to the lab-frame axis. When using Kdf,3 in, e.g., the
evaluation of the quantization condition, it will be necessary to rotate the spin indices to
the dimer-frame axis using eq. (3.22). The key constraint is that K

lab
df,3 must have the same

symmetry properties as the scattering amplitude, M3. It must transform covariantly under
Lorentz transformations and parity, and be fully antisymmetric with respect to the simul-
taneous exchange of the spin and momentum labels for any pair of incoming or outgoing
particles.

To construct the threshold expansion, we proceed by writing down Lorentz- and parity-
invariant local operators composed of three-neutron fields and three conjugate fields and
their derivatives. These have the schematic form N

3
N

3 (with derivatives and Dirac in-
dices implicit). By using quantum fields N and N , we automatically enforce the required
antisymmetry property, and by using local operators we ensure that the momentum depen-
dence is smooth. If we enumerate all possible independent operators with up to a certain
number of derivatives, each multiplied by an independent coe�cient, then, by the standard
assumption of e�ective field theories (EFTs), the corresponding matrix elements will yield
the most general amplitudes consistent with the symmetries.

To convert the local operators into explicit forms for K
lab
df,3, we take matrix elements

of the operators between external states in the lab-frame basis. This leads to expressions
involving the Dirac spinors associated with the initial and final particles, because of the
relations

ÈkÕ, ms(kÕ)|N (x)|0Í = ūms(kÕ)(kÕ)eikÕ·x , È0|N (x)|k, ms(k)Í = ums(k)(k)e≠ik·x . (5.1)

In this way an operator such as

OSSS(x) = [N (x)N (x)]3 , (5.2)

leads to an amplitude

ÈkÕ, ms(kÕ); aÕ, ms(aÕ); bÕ, ms(bÕ)|OSSS(x)|k, ms(k); a, ms(a); b, ms(b)Í =
6(ūkÕuk)(ūaÕua)(ūbÕub) ≠ 6(ūkÕua)(ūaÕuk)(ūbÕub) + . . . . (5.3)

Here we are using the shorthand uk = ums(k)(k), etc., and the ellipsis represents the four
other possible permutations arising from Wick contractions. We are also assuming that
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• All lead to identical  amplitudes (cf. four independent forms for )3 → 3 2 → 2

the external states are chosen to satisfy conservation of four-momentum. A key point here
is that Dirac spinors describe spin components in the lab-frame basis. The right-hand
side of eq. (5.3) has the correct symmetry properties to be a contribution to K

lab
df,3: it is

manifestly antisymmetric under initial or final particle interchanges, and it inherits the
correct Lorentz and parity transformation properties from those of the free-particle states.

We now consider the complete set of operators without derivatives, that is, with di-
mension of [E]9. The available Lorentz- and parity-invariant choices are OSSS and

OSPP = [N N ][N “5N ][N “5N ] ,

OSVV = [N N ][N “µN ][N “µ
N ] ,

OSAA = [N N ][N “µ“5N ][N “µ“5N ] ,

OSTT = [N N ][N ‡µ‹N ][N ‡µ‹
N ] ,

OPVA = [N “5N ][N “µN ][N “µ“5N ] ,

OPTTÕ = [N “5N ][N ‡µ‹N ][N ‡µ‹“5N ] ,

OTVV = [N ‡µ‹N ][N “µ
N ][N “‹

N ] ,

OTAA = [N ‡µ‹N ][N “µ“5N ][N “‹“5N ] ,

OTÕVA = [N ‡µ‹“5N ][N “µ
N ][N “‹“5N ] ,

OTTT = [N ‡µ‹N ][N ‡‹fl
N ][N ‡fl

µ
N ] ,

OTTÕTÕ = [N ‡µ‹N ][N ‡‹fl“5N ][N ‡fl
µ“5N ] ,

(5.4)

where we have left the x arguments implicit, and used

‡µ‹ = i
2 [“µ, “‹ ] . (5.5)

This list can be shortened using Fierz identities, but we give a complete enumeration as this
would be relevant if we were to consider nonidentical fermions. We convert these operators
into forms for K

lab
df,3 by taking matrix elements as in eq. (5.3). We then explicitly evaluate

the momentum dependence using Mathematica for arbitrary choices of spinor components
(not yet constrained to satisfy the Dirac equation) and find that all 12 operators lead to
forms that are proportional.9 Thus, with zero derivatives, there is a single contribution to
K

lab
df,3, given by the right-hand side of eq. (5.3).

We now enforce that the spinors satisfy the Dirac equation by writing

uk =
Ô

2Êk

A
‰k

‡·k
Êk+m‰k

B

, (5.6)

where ‰k is the non-relativistic two-spinor corresponding to the component ms(k), and
Êk =


k2 + m2. We insert this into eq. (5.3), and perform a nonrelativistic expansion,

i.e. an expansion in powers of k/m. The leading-order term (with no factors of k) vanishes,
as is expected because one cannot antisymmetrize the spin wavefunction of three identical

9
By contrast, there are three “four-fermion” Lorentz- and parity-operators of the form N 2N 2

. The

presence of only one “six-fermion” operator is expected at quadratic order in a nonrelativistic expansion,

where it is given by eq. (5.7). What is surprising is that this holds to all orders in this expansion.
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• Insert NR on-shell form, and find leading contribution to  involves 2 derivatives:𝒦df,3

⇒

spin-1/2 particles. The first nonvanishing term is quadratic in momenta and proportional
to

KA = A

Ë
(‰†

kÕ ‡ · kÕ ‡ · k ‰k)(‰†
aÕ‰a)(‰†

bÕ‰b)
È

. (5.7)

Here A indicates antisymmetrization over initial and final particle labels; it di�ers from
the operation A defined in eq. (B.6), and used in eq. (4.2), by not requiring an initial step
of combining with spherical harmonics. Therefore, the contribution to Kdf,3 is:

m2
K

lab
df,3 ∏

c0
m2 KA + O

A
k4

m4

B

, (5.8)

where c0 is a dimensionless coe�cient whose value is not fixed. Here we assume that the
contribution of the operators in eq. (5.4) appears in the Lagrangian as L ∏ (g0/m5)O, where
g0 is dimensionless and proportional to c0 in eq. (5.8). The expansion can be continued to
higher orders in k/m, a point that we return to below.

At quadratic order in the nonrelativistic expansion, we must also consider operators
containing two derivatives,10 i.e. of energy dimension [E]11. In appendix C we enumerate
all such operators that are Lorentz- and parity-invariant, that are not related by Fierz
identities, and that cannot be written in terms of operators without derivatives using the
equations of motion. We find 22 such operators. However, if we insert the nonrelativistic
expansion of the spinors into the corresponding contributions to K

lab
df,3, we find only two

independent terms at quadratic order,11 which can be chosen to be KA, given above, and

KB = A

Ë
kÕ

· k(‰†
kÕ‰k)(‰†

aÕ‰a)(‰†
bÕ‰b)

È
. (5.9)

Since these operators have a higher energy dimension, the couplings in the Lagrangian of
the EFT will contain two inverse powers of the typical energy scale of the EFT, �2

EFT. This
way, the contribution of dimension-11 operators to Kdf,3 at quadratic order in momenta is:

m2
K

lab
df,3 ∏

c1
�2

EFT
KA + c2

�2
EFT

KB + O

A
k4

m2�2
EFT

B

. (5.10)

If we consider systems of nucleons at low momentum described by pionless EFT, the energy
scale is the pion mass, �EFT ƒ mfi. This choice implies that (i) the contribution from
eq. (5.8) is subdominant with respect to that of eq. (5.10), and (ii) eq. (5.10) is the most
general form of Kdf,3 through O(k2). We note, however, that the range of convergence
of pionless EFT is limited by the left-hand cut (k2 < m2

fi/4), while the relativistic finite-
volume three-neutron formalism is applicable beyond that, i.e. up to the NNNfi threshold
(k2

≥ mfimN ). We also stress that, at this order in the nonrelativistic expansion, we
would have obtained the same result simply by enforcing rotation and parity invariance
and antisymmetry.

10
Operators with one derivative can be related to operators without derivatives using the equations of

motion, and thus are not independent.
11

Because the zeroth component of the derivatives yield energies, which do not vanish at threshold, there

could in principle be a zeroth order term, but this vanishes due to the antisymmetry, as discussed above.
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antisymmetrization
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Operators with 2 derivatives

18

• For consistency, need to consider operators with 2 derivatives

• Using Fierz identities and EoM, find 22 independent operators

• Inserting NR on-shell form, find two independent 2-derivatives forms:
spin-1/2 particles. The first nonvanishing term is quadratic in momenta and proportional
to

KA = A

Ë
(‰†

kÕ ‡ · kÕ ‡ · k ‰k)(‰†
aÕ‰a)(‰†

bÕ‰b)
È

. (5.7)

Here A indicates antisymmetrization over initial and final particle labels; it di�ers from
the operation A defined in eq. (B.6), and used in eq. (4.2), by not requiring an initial step
of combining with spherical harmonics. Therefore, the contribution to Kdf,3 is:

m2
K

lab
df,3 ∏

c0
m2 KA + O

A
k4

m4

B

, (5.8)

where c0 is a dimensionless coe�cient whose value is not fixed. Here we assume that the
contribution of the operators in eq. (5.4) appears in the Lagrangian as L ∏ (g0/m5)O, where
g0 is dimensionless and proportional to c0 in eq. (5.8). The expansion can be continued to
higher orders in k/m, a point that we return to below.

At quadratic order in the nonrelativistic expansion, we must also consider operators
containing two derivatives,10 i.e. of energy dimension [E]11. In appendix C we enumerate
all such operators that are Lorentz- and parity-invariant, that are not related by Fierz
identities, and that cannot be written in terms of operators without derivatives using the
equations of motion. We find 22 such operators. However, if we insert the nonrelativistic
expansion of the spinors into the corresponding contributions to K

lab
df,3, we find only two

independent terms at quadratic order,11 which can be chosen to be KA, given above, and

KB = A

Ë
kÕ

· k(‰†
kÕ‰k)(‰†

aÕ‰a)(‰†
bÕ‰b)

È
. (5.9)

Since these operators have a higher energy dimension, the couplings in the Lagrangian of
the EFT will contain two inverse powers of the typical energy scale of the EFT, �2

EFT. This
way, the contribution of dimension-11 operators to Kdf,3 at quadratic order in momenta is:

m2
K

lab
df,3 ∏

c1
�2

EFT
KA + c2

�2
EFT

KB + O

A
k4

m2�2
EFT

B

. (5.10)

If we consider systems of nucleons at low momentum described by pionless EFT, the energy
scale is the pion mass, �EFT ƒ mfi. This choice implies that (i) the contribution from
eq. (5.8) is subdominant with respect to that of eq. (5.10), and (ii) eq. (5.10) is the most
general form of Kdf,3 through O(k2). We note, however, that the range of convergence
of pionless EFT is limited by the left-hand cut (k2 < m2

fi/4), while the relativistic finite-
volume three-neutron formalism is applicable beyond that, i.e. up to the NNNfi threshold
(k2

≥ mfimN ). We also stress that, at this order in the nonrelativistic expansion, we
would have obtained the same result simply by enforcing rotation and parity invariance
and antisymmetry.

10
Operators with one derivative can be related to operators without derivatives using the equations of

motion, and thus are not independent.
11

Because the zeroth component of the derivatives yield energies, which do not vanish at threshold, there

could in principle be a zeroth order term, but this vanishes due to the antisymmetry, as discussed above.
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derivatives onto the other fields, yielding one term that involves a ˆ2, another that has
two derivatives on di�erent N fields, and three terms with one derivative each on a N and
a N . The term with derivatives on two di�erent N fields can be moved to the left-hand
side of the (now matrix) equation, while, using Fierz identities, we can bring terms with
derivatives on N and N fields in di�erent bilinears to a form in which both the derivatives
act within the same bilinear. Assuming that we can invert this matrix equation, each term
with derivatives on di�erent factors of N can be rewritten in our canonical form together
with a nonderivative term. An essentially identical argument holds for case (ii), with the
roles of N and N interchanged. For case (iii), if needed we can use Fierz identities to reach
the canonical form.

We find 30 operators of the canoncial form to be independent, 8 of which can be
dropped using the equations of motion. For convenience, we divide these into those in
which the Lorentz indices on the derivatives are contracted together (ten in all)13

SSS = (ˆµ
N ˆµN )(N N )(N N ) , (C.3)

SPP = (ˆµ
N ˆµN )(N “5N )(N “5N ) , (C.4)

PSP = (ˆµ
N “5ˆµN )(N N )(N “5N ) , (C.5)

SV V = (ˆµ
N ˆµN )(N “‹N )(N “‹

N ) , (C.6)
V SV = (ˆµ

N “‹ˆµN )(N N )(N “‹
N ) , (C.7)

ASA = (ˆµ
N “‹“5ˆµN )(N N )(N “‹“5N ) , (C.8)

TST = (ˆµ
N ‡‹flˆµN )(N N )(N ‡‹fl

N ) , (C.9)
PV A = (ˆµ

N “5ˆµN )(N “‹N )(N “‹“5N ) , (C.10)
V AP = (ˆµ

N “‹ˆµN )(N “‹“5N )(N “5N ) , (C.11)
APV = (ˆµ

N “‹“5ˆµN )(N “5N )(N “‹N ) , (C.12)

those in which the derivatives are contracted with a Dirac matrix (12 in all),

SV V Õ = (ˆµ
N ˆ‹N )(N “µN )(N “‹

N ) , (C.13)
TST Õ = (ˆ‹N ‡µflˆµ

N )(N N )(N ‡‹fl
N ) , (C.14)

PV AÕ = (ˆµ
N “5ˆ‹N )(N “µN )(N “‹“5N ) , (C.15)

V TV Õ = (ˆµ
N “flˆ‹N )(N ‡‹fl

N )(N “µN ) , (C.16)
ATAÕ = (ˆµ

N “fl“5ˆ‹N )(N ‡‹fl
N )(N “µ“5N ) , (C.17)

TTT Õ = (ˆµ
N ‡µ÷ˆ÷

N )(N ‡‹fl
N )(N ‡‹flN ) , (C.18)

TTT ÕÕ = (ˆµN ‡µ‹ˆ÷N )(N ‡÷fl
N )(N ‡fl‹N ) , (C.19)

TTT ÕÕ = (ˆ÷N ‡µ‹ˆµN )(N ‡÷fl
N )(N ‡fl‹N ) , (C.20)

TT5P Õ = (ˆµ
N ‡µflˆ‹N )(N ‡‹fl“5N )(N “5N ) , (C.21)

T5V AÕ = (ˆµ
N ‡µ‹“5ˆ‹

N )(N “fl
N )(N “fl“5N ) , (C.22)

T5V AÕÕ = (ˆµ
N ‡fl‹“5ˆ‹

N )(N “µ
N )(N “fl“5N ) , (C.23)

T5TT Õ
5 = (ˆµ

N ‡µ‹“5ˆ‹
N )(N ‡÷fl

N )(N ‡÷fl“5N ) (C.24)
13

In all operators, derivatives act only on the object immediately to their right.
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derivatives onto the other fields, yielding one term that involves a ˆ2, another that has
two derivatives on di�erent N fields, and three terms with one derivative each on a N and
a N . The term with derivatives on two di�erent N fields can be moved to the left-hand
side of the (now matrix) equation, while, using Fierz identities, we can bring terms with
derivatives on N and N fields in di�erent bilinears to a form in which both the derivatives
act within the same bilinear. Assuming that we can invert this matrix equation, each term
with derivatives on di�erent factors of N can be rewritten in our canonical form together
with a nonderivative term. An essentially identical argument holds for case (ii), with the
roles of N and N interchanged. For case (iii), if needed we can use Fierz identities to reach
the canonical form.

We find 30 operators of the canoncial form to be independent, 8 of which can be
dropped using the equations of motion. For convenience, we divide these into those in
which the Lorentz indices on the derivatives are contracted together (ten in all)13

SSS = (ˆµ
N ˆµN )(N N )(N N ) , (C.3)

SPP = (ˆµ
N ˆµN )(N “5N )(N “5N ) , (C.4)

PSP = (ˆµ
N “5ˆµN )(N N )(N “5N ) , (C.5)

SV V = (ˆµ
N ˆµN )(N “‹N )(N “‹

N ) , (C.6)
V SV = (ˆµ

N “‹ˆµN )(N N )(N “‹
N ) , (C.7)

ASA = (ˆµ
N “‹“5ˆµN )(N N )(N “‹“5N ) , (C.8)

TST = (ˆµ
N ‡‹flˆµN )(N N )(N ‡‹fl

N ) , (C.9)
PV A = (ˆµ

N “5ˆµN )(N “‹N )(N “‹“5N ) , (C.10)
V AP = (ˆµ

N “‹ˆµN )(N “‹“5N )(N “5N ) , (C.11)
APV = (ˆµ

N “‹“5ˆµN )(N “5N )(N “‹N ) , (C.12)

those in which the derivatives are contracted with a Dirac matrix (12 in all),

SV V Õ = (ˆµ
N ˆ‹N )(N “µN )(N “‹

N ) , (C.13)
TST Õ = (ˆ‹N ‡µflˆµ

N )(N N )(N ‡‹fl
N ) , (C.14)

PV AÕ = (ˆµ
N “5ˆ‹N )(N “µN )(N “‹“5N ) , (C.15)

V TV Õ = (ˆµ
N “flˆ‹N )(N ‡‹fl

N )(N “µN ) , (C.16)
ATAÕ = (ˆµ

N “fl“5ˆ‹N )(N ‡‹fl
N )(N “µ“5N ) , (C.17)

TTT Õ = (ˆµ
N ‡µ÷ˆ÷

N )(N ‡‹fl
N )(N ‡‹flN ) , (C.18)

TTT ÕÕ = (ˆµN ‡µ‹ˆ÷N )(N ‡÷fl
N )(N ‡fl‹N ) , (C.19)

TTT ÕÕ = (ˆ÷N ‡µ‹ˆµN )(N ‡÷fl
N )(N ‡fl‹N ) , (C.20)

TT5P Õ = (ˆµ
N ‡µflˆ‹N )(N ‡‹fl“5N )(N “5N ) , (C.21)

T5V AÕ = (ˆµ
N ‡µ‹“5ˆ‹

N )(N “fl
N )(N “fl“5N ) , (C.22)

T5V AÕÕ = (ˆµ
N ‡fl‹“5ˆ‹

N )(N “µ
N )(N “fl“5N ) , (C.23)

T5TT Õ
5 = (ˆµ

N ‡µ‹“5ˆ‹
N )(N ‡÷fl

N )(N ‡÷fl“5N ) (C.24)
13

In all operators, derivatives act only on the object immediately to their right.
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spin-1/2 particles. The first nonvanishing term is quadratic in momenta and proportional
to

KA = A

Ë
(‰†

kÕ ‡ · kÕ ‡ · k ‰k)(‰†
aÕ‰a)(‰†

bÕ‰b)
È

. (5.7)

Here A indicates antisymmetrization over initial and final particle labels; it di�ers from
the operation A defined in eq. (B.6), and used in eq. (4.2), by not requiring an initial step
of combining with spherical harmonics. Therefore, the contribution to Kdf,3 is:

m2
K

lab
df,3 ∏

c0
m2 KA + O

A
k4

m4

B

, (5.8)

where c0 is a dimensionless coe�cient whose value is not fixed. Here we assume that the
contribution of the operators in eq. (5.4) appears in the Lagrangian as L ∏ (g0/m5)O, where
g0 is dimensionless and proportional to c0 in eq. (5.8). The expansion can be continued to
higher orders in k/m, a point that we return to below.

At quadratic order in the nonrelativistic expansion, we must also consider operators
containing two derivatives,10 i.e. of energy dimension [E]11. In appendix C we enumerate
all such operators that are Lorentz- and parity-invariant, that are not related by Fierz
identities, and that cannot be written in terms of operators without derivatives using the
equations of motion. We find 22 such operators. However, if we insert the nonrelativistic
expansion of the spinors into the corresponding contributions to K

lab
df,3, we find only two

independent terms at quadratic order,11 which can be chosen to be KA, given above, and

KB = A

Ë
kÕ

· k(‰†
kÕ‰k)(‰†

aÕ‰a)(‰†
bÕ‰b)

È
. (5.9)

Since these operators have a higher energy dimension, the couplings in the Lagrangian of
the EFT will contain two inverse powers of the typical energy scale of the EFT, �2

EFT. This
way, the contribution of dimension-11 operators to Kdf,3 at quadratic order in momenta is:

m2
K

lab
df,3 ∏

c1
�2

EFT
KA + c2

�2
EFT

KB + O

A
k4

m2�2
EFT

B

. (5.10)

If we consider systems of nucleons at low momentum described by pionless EFT, the energy
scale is the pion mass, �EFT ƒ mfi. This choice implies that (i) the contribution from
eq. (5.8) is subdominant with respect to that of eq. (5.10), and (ii) eq. (5.10) is the most
general form of Kdf,3 through O(k2). We note, however, that the range of convergence
of pionless EFT is limited by the left-hand cut (k2 < m2

fi/4), while the relativistic finite-
volume three-neutron formalism is applicable beyond that, i.e. up to the NNNfi threshold
(k2

≥ mfimN ). We also stress that, at this order in the nonrelativistic expansion, we
would have obtained the same result simply by enforcing rotation and parity invariance
and antisymmetry.

10
Operators with one derivative can be related to operators without derivatives using the equations of

motion, and thus are not independent.
11

Because the zeroth component of the derivatives yield energies, which do not vanish at threshold, there

could in principle be a zeroth order term, but this vanishes due to the antisymmetry, as discussed above.
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Same as from 0-derivative operators
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Summary for 𝒦df,3
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• 0-derivative operators contribute

m2
N𝒦𝗅𝖺𝖻

df,3 ⊃
c0

m2
N

𝒦A + 𝒪(k4/m4
N)

Unknown, 
dimensionless 

constant

• 2-derivative operators imply

Dimensionless
combination

m2
N𝒦𝗅𝖺𝖻

df,3 ⊃
c1

Λ2
EFT

𝒦A +
c2

Λ2
EFT

𝒦B + 𝒪(k4/m2
NΛ2

EFT)

• Since expect  , the 2-derivative operators dominate

• The form of the allowed operators could more easily have been determined directly 
using a NR expansion, but this would lose the implications of relativity at higher order

ΛEFT ∼ mπ
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Summary & Outlook for 3N 
• Including spin in the formalism involves additional subtleties not present for 2 particles

• Wigner rotations and fermion signs

• Implementing the QC3 is underway for toy interactions

• Various generalizations should be straightforward

• 3 nucleons of arbitrary isospin

•  at maximal isospin (no 3-particle resonance, but includes )

•  (for the Roper)

• Higher spins (e.g.  if stable)—though hard to think of applications

• Need to extend methods for solving integral equations

• Need to relate parameters in  to those in chiral EFTs used to study light nuclei

Nππ Δπ

Nππ + Nπ

ρ

𝒦df,3

20
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End of part 1
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Part 2:  
Takeaways from the 

workshop—a personal 
summary
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Personal perspective
• Long, long ago I worked on glueballs and hybrids using the MIT bag model
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We calculate the spectrum of the four ground state hybrid (~tqg) nonets, j e c  = (0, I, 2) - +, 1 - -, 
using the MIT bag model to first order in cavity perturbation theory. Quark and gluon self- 
energies are included by a fit to the s-wave mesons and baryons and to the glueball candidate 
i(14,10). We find a large gluon self-energy which substantially increases our predictions of the 
glueball and hybrid masses. We discuss the phenomenology of hybrids, including a suggestion that 
the A3(1670) and a second peak at 1850 MeV in the f,r channel may be mixtures of the isovector 
~q d-wave state with the ~qg s-wave. 

1. Introduction 

Though often taken for granted, the existence of  valence quarks is a remarkable 
and poorly  unders tood feature of  the meson and baryon spectrum. It is natural to 
speculate that hadrons  also exist which contain valence gluons, and this speculation 
lies at the heart of  bag [1-4]  and potential [5, 6] model descriptions of  the glueball 
spectrum. In this paper  we use the bag model to study another  kind of  hadron which 
must  exist if valence gluons exist. These are mixed states with valence structure V:lqg, 
which we call hybrids. 

Hybrids  have previously been discussed qualitatively [7] and their s-wave spec- 
t rum has been studied in the bag model  through order  a s [8-10]. Our  calculation of 
the spectrum is also to O(as)  in the bag model  but  differs from refs. [9] and [10] in 
that we incorporate  O(as)  self-energy effects not  included by the other  authors. As a 
result our  predictions for the hybrid  (and glueball) masses tend to be substantially 
larger. The s-wave hybrid ground state forms four SU(3)~vo r nonets, j e c =  1 - - ,  
(0, 1,2) -+  which we expect to lie between 1.2 and 2.5 GeV. We agree with ref. [10] 
but  not with [9], that  the nonets are in order  of  increasing mass 0 -+,  l -+ ,  l - - , 2  -+. 
The 1-+ nonet  is especially interesting since it is exotic, in the sense that in the 
non-relativistic quark  model no qq pair has j e c  = 1 - ÷  * 
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We suggest that hybrid (qV:tg) mesons could exast wxth rather light masses The spectrum of the 
ground state nonets,  jPc = (0, 1,2) +; 1 is calculated m the MIT bag model including O(a~) 
energy shafts We dxscuss hadromc transltaons among these states, consider their possible produc- 
taon at LEAR and SPEAR and indicate some interesting decay signatures 

I. Introduction 

In QCD coloured gluons necessarily exist m addition to the well-established 
coloured quarks. If quarks are permanently confined in colour singlet clusters, then 
it is to be expected that gluons will also be confined, and hence cannot be isolated 
and studied individually. Instead we may hope to refer their presence indirectly by 
observing colour singlet systems containing gluons (gluonia or glueballs) in a manner 
analogous to that whereby quarks were originally inferred from the observation of 
the famlhar hadrons. 

"['he importance of establishing QCD, confirming that gluons exist and of studying 
their interactions has generated much recent theoretical and experimental interest in 
glueballs. Various models (potentials [1], bags [2-5], QCD on a lattice [6]) differ m 
fine details but all agree that the hghtest glueballs will have jPC= 0++,0 +,2++ 
and masses between 1 and 2 GeV. These are in the very region where qq, or even 
qqqq [7], mesons occur with these quantum numbers and thus it is possible that 
glueballs will not exist as relatively pure states but will mix signiflcantl 3 with quark 
systems. This may make it hard to establish the existence of glueballs. Indeed there 
are two possible candidates already, the i(1440)0 -+ and 8(1640)2 ÷+, whose masses 
and j ec  are in the right region to be glueballs and whose production and decay are 
not inconsistent with expectation for glueballs [4, 8]. Even so, these states are far 
from being established as glueballs; radially excited qcl for i(1440) [9] or qqqq for 
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i(14,10). We find a large gluon self-energy which substantially increases our predictions of the 
glueball and hybrid masses. We discuss the phenomenology of hybrids, including a suggestion that 
the A3(1670) and a second peak at 1850 MeV in the f,r channel may be mixtures of the isovector 
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spectrum. In this paper  we use the bag model to study another  kind of  hadron which 
must  exist if valence gluons exist. These are mixed states with valence structure V:lqg, 
which we call hybrids. 

Hybrids  have previously been discussed qualitatively [7] and their s-wave spec- 
t rum has been studied in the bag model  through order  a s [8-10]. Our  calculation of 
the spectrum is also to O(as)  in the bag model  but  differs from refs. [9] and [10] in 
that we incorporate  O(as)  self-energy effects not  included by the other  authors. As a 
result our  predictions for the hybrid  (and glueball) masses tend to be substantially 
larger. The s-wave hybrid ground state forms four SU(3)~vo r nonets, j e c =  1 - - ,  
(0, 1,2) -+  which we expect to lie between 1.2 and 2.5 GeV. We agree with ref. [10] 
but  not with [9], that  the nonets are in order  of  increasing mass 0 -+,  l -+ ,  l - - , 2  -+. 
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We observe in the usual spherical cavity approximation to the bag model that TM gluon modes couple predominantly 
in the s-channel to ~s quarks. We compute the spectrum of glueballs and meiktons containing TM gluons, which have unique 
decays to states of two, three, or four kaons. 

The lack of  a clear, simple signature is the chief 
obstacle to experimental verification of  the glueball 
spectrum expected in QCD [1 ]. This difficulty also 
applies to most of  the ~qg states, which we call 
meiktons (pronounced "make- ton" ,  from the classical 
Greek for a mixed thing the terms hermaphrodite 
or hybrid have also been used), expected in bag and 
potential  models [ 2 - 4 ]  +1 and lattice calculations 
[5] , 2 .  In this paper we propose a striking experimen- 
tal signature for certain excited glueball and meikton 
states and we present the results of  a calculation of  
the masses of  those states. We find, in the spherical 
cavity approximation of  the bag model, that they 
often decay to final states of two, three, or four K 
mesons. 

These decays are striking not only because of  their 
high K multiplicities. For example we find an I = I, 
jPC = 1 + -  meikton which decays prominently to Sn 
and I = 1, jPC = (0,1,2) ++ states which decay promi- 
nently to ~bp. These would be extremely rare decay 
modes o f / =  1 qq mesons since for such mesons they 
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1 Address as of September 1, 1983: Department of Physics, 
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1 The spectrum obtained here has errors corrected in refs. 
[3] and [4]. 

~2 It is plausible but not proven that the bag model meiktons 
may be identified with the states discussed in ref. [5]. 

would be OZI suppressed. Similarly we find strange 
meiktons which decay to final states containing K K K .  
and q~-like meiktons decaying to KKKK .. . .  

We first discuss the basis for the expectation that 
certain excited meiktons and glueballs decay in this 
fashion. We then present the spectrum of  the lightest 
of these states, calculated to 0 (%)  in the bag model. 
We conclude by  discussing the phenomenological 
implications. The t(1440) resonance, the recently 
seen ~(2220), the candidate D'(1526), and the ~/~ can- 
didate resonances at 2160 and 2320 MeV could be 
examples of  these excited states ,3 

In the bag model the lowest energy gluon mode is 
the TE (transverse electric) mode with axial vector 
quantum numbersJ PC = 1 + -  and energy Ey  E = 2.74/ 
R in a sphere of radius R. The TM (transverse mag- 
netic) mode has vector quantum nubmers jPC = 1 - -  
and a higher energy ETM = 4.49/R. The TE gluon 
couples in the s-channel to ~u ,  dd,  and gs in an ap- 
proximately flavor symmetric way, as may be seen in 
table 1 of ref. [3]. Because of  this flavor symmetric 
coupling we suggested in ref. [3] that  meiktons 
containing TE gluons should have larger branching 
ratios into final states with strange quarks than we 
would expect for ordinary mesons. This paper is 
motivated by the fact, also recorded in table 1 of ref. 
[3], that the TM gluon s-channel coupling is much 
stronger to ~s than to ~u and dd. Therefore we ex- 
pect glueballs and meiktons with TM gluon eonsti- 

:=3 See ref. [6] for a recent review of meson spectroscopy. 
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cavity approximation of  the bag model, that they 
often decay to final states of two, three, or four K 
mesons. 

These decays are striking not only because of  their 
high K multiplicities. For example we find an I = I, 
jPC = 1 + -  meikton which decays prominently to Sn 
and I = 1, jPC = (0,1,2) ++ states which decay promi- 
nently to ~bp. These would be extremely rare decay 
modes o f / =  1 qq mesons since for such mesons they 
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Research, Office of High Energy and Nuclear Physics, Divi- 
sion of High Energy Physics of the US Department of Ener- 
gy under Contract DE-AC03-76SF00098. 

1 Address as of September 1, 1983: Department of Physics, 
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA. 

1 The spectrum obtained here has errors corrected in refs. 
[3] and [4]. 

~2 It is plausible but not proven that the bag model meiktons 
may be identified with the states discussed in ref. [5]. 

would be OZI suppressed. Similarly we find strange 
meiktons which decay to final states containing K K K .  
and q~-like meiktons decaying to KKKK .. . .  

We first discuss the basis for the expectation that 
certain excited meiktons and glueballs decay in this 
fashion. We then present the spectrum of  the lightest 
of these states, calculated to 0 (%)  in the bag model. 
We conclude by  discussing the phenomenological 
implications. The t(1440) resonance, the recently 
seen ~(2220), the candidate D'(1526), and the ~/~ can- 
didate resonances at 2160 and 2320 MeV could be 
examples of  these excited states ,3 

In the bag model the lowest energy gluon mode is 
the TE (transverse electric) mode with axial vector 
quantum numbersJ PC = 1 + -  and energy Ey  E = 2.74/ 
R in a sphere of radius R. The TM (transverse mag- 
netic) mode has vector quantum nubmers jPC = 1 - -  
and a higher energy ETM = 4.49/R. The TE gluon 
couples in the s-channel to ~u ,  dd,  and gs in an ap- 
proximately flavor symmetric way, as may be seen in 
table 1 of ref. [3]. Because of  this flavor symmetric 
coupling we suggested in ref. [3] that  meiktons 
containing TE gluons should have larger branching 
ratios into final states with strange quarks than we 
would expect for ordinary mesons. This paper is 
motivated by the fact, also recorded in table 1 of ref. 
[3], that the TM gluon s-channel coupling is much 
stronger to ~s than to ~u and dd. Therefore we ex- 
pect glueballs and meiktons with TM gluon eonsti- 

:=3 See ref. [6] for a recent review of meson spectroscopy. 
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The answer to the question in the title is "probably not. "But if there is, it must either lie above
600 MeV with a width less than 2 MeV or it must lie near 650 MeV and conspire with a Q g state
to appear very narrow in m-m scattering. It should be hunted by studying the mw spectrum in
Y"~Ytrmor Jig.~gtrvr.

I. INTRODUCTION

Calculations of the glueball spectrum in QCD have
raised the possibility that the lightest glueball, a scalar
(J =0++), may weigh less than 1 GeV. Potentially the
most reliable calculations are those using lattice tech-
niques, which have yielded, for example, '

MG =740+40 MeV (Ref.2),
MG =750 MeV (Ref. 3) .

The glueball spectrum has also been calculated in various
bag models. The model of Carlson, Hansson, and Peter-
son yields 780 MeV. More traditional MIT bag calcula-
tions involve two free parameters, but always find a sca-
lar glueball with mass below or close to 1 GeV if it is as-
sumed that t(1440) is a glueball. In fact, for certain
choices of the parameters, there is a surprising conver-
gence of bag-model and lattice predictions. There are
considerable uncertainties in these calculations. There is
significant disagreemeni on the overall scale of the lattice
predictions. " Furthermore, the accuracy of the quenched
approximation (ignoring quark loops) used in all the lat-
tice calculations is unknown. Of course, the bag calcula-
tions are at best semiquantitative. Nevertheless, the pre-
diction of such a light glueball is so striking that we be-
lieve it is worthwhile investigating its consequences. This
paper presents the results of such an investigation.
We find that available data severely constrains the pa-

rameters of a scalar glueball if its mass lies below the KX
threshold. In this case a glueball is excluded unless it is
very narrow (I (2 MeV) or it is intrinsically broad and
lies around 650 MeV where mixing with a q q object
through unitarity makes it appear very narrow. Neither
of these exceptions appears very natural to us. Further-
more, each possible exception will be examined experi-
mentally in the near future. If the results of these experi-
ments are negative, it should be possible to exclude a sca-
lar glueball below the KIC threshold. If so and if theoreti-
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FIG. 1. The scalar isoscalar m-m phase shift 5o up to KK
threshold. The data below 0.5 GeV comes from the Roy equa-
tions, that between 0.51 and 0.59 GeV from Estabrooks and
Martin in Ref. 8, and that above 0.61 GeV from Ochs in Ref. 8.
For our analyses we only use the data above 0.61 GeV.

cal calculations persist in predicting one in this mass
range, then either the approximations made (e.g., the
quenched approximation) are poor or QCD is inadequate.
A glueball with a mass below the KK threshold can

only decay into two pions. Thus, such a glueball must ap-
pear in m-~ scattering data. The major new contribution
of this paper is an analysis of the constraints that follow
from these data.
The isosinglet S-wave ~ mphase -shift (5q——5o) in this

energy region has been studied experimentally for de-
cades. ' Although there is some lingering disagreement, '
all groups agree that 6O rises smoothly from threshold and
shows no rapid energy variation below KK threshold.
This is shown in Fig. 1, where we use the results of Hy-
ams et al. Although 5o passes through 90' it clearly can-
not be described by a Breit-Wigner form. Nevertheless,
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GLUEBALLS AND OTHER EXOTICA IN pp ANNIHILATION

Stephen R. Sharpe 1

Physics Department, FM-15, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195

SUMMARY

Theoretical predictions for exotic states are reviewed and it is found that there are

f(,w areas of agreernent between the various models. It is argued that a pp experiment

with suitable luminosity and detectors could provide much help in discriminating between

the models. Various specific final states are discussed.

INTRODUCTION and CONCLUSION

To avoid repeating rnyself I have combined Iny introduction and condusions2 . In th('

two sections following I will first flesh out the theoretical arguments and then discuss SOInt'

plwnomenological details.

This talk will address the questions: "What does theory tell us about exotic states

in QCD?" and can low energy proton - antiproton collisions tell us about exotic

states in QeD ?". Exotic states expected in QCD are glueballs, meiktons, baryonia (qqqq),

and dibaryons. I will concentrate mainly on glueballs and meiktons, and I will not say

anything about dibaryons.

In IllY vi('w prt'St'll1. theoretic a] ('xpectatioIlS exotirs are weakly fOllUd(ld.

This can be seen in two ways either by comparison of the various model predictions, or

I Junior Fellow, Harvard Society of Fellows. On leave from Physics Dept., Harvard

University, Cambridge MA 02138. Supported. in part by NSF contract PHY82-15249 and

hy DOE rOll1.rart DE-AC06-8IER40048.
'2 For this practice there is good precedent 11].
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S.R.Sharpe, “3 spinning particles and takeaways” INT workshop,  3/24/23 /40

Personal perspective
• Long, long ago I worked on glueballs and hybrids using the MIT bag model

25

• I moved to LQCD to get more reliable results for properties of exotics (!!)

• LQCD has now become a precision tool for a range of quantities
Eur. Phys. J. C          (2022) 82:869 
https://doi.org/10.1140/epjc/s10052-022-10536-1
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Abstract We review lattice results related to pion, kaon, D-meson, B-meson, and nucleon physics with the aim of making
them easily accessible to the nuclear and particle physics communities. More specifically, we report on the determination of

a e-mail: a.juttner@soton.ac.uk (corresponding author)
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Fig. 20 Recent unquenched lattice results for the RGI B-parameter B̂K . The grey bands indicate our global averages described in the text. For
N f = 2 + 1 + 1 and N f = 2 the global averages coincide with the results by ETM 15 and ETM 12D, respectively

up to reproduce the experimentally observed value of εK . Since BSM contributions involve heavy but unobserved particles
they are short-distance dominated. The effective Hamiltonian for generic "S = 2 processes including BSM contributions
reads

H"S=2
eff,BSM =

5∑

i=1

Ci (µ)Qi (µ), (162)

where Q1 is the four-quark operator of Eq. (139) that gives rise to the SM contribution to εK . In the so-called SUSY basis
introduced by Gabbiani et al. [469] the operators Q2, . . . , Q5 read31

Q2 =
(
s̄a(1− γ5)da

)(
s̄b(1− γ5)db

)
,

Q3 =
(
s̄a(1− γ5)db

)(
s̄b(1− γ5)da

)
,

Q4 =
(
s̄a(1− γ5)da

)(
s̄b(1 + γ5)db

)
,

Q5 =
(
s̄a(1− γ5)db

)(
s̄b(1 + γ5)da

)
,

(163)

where a and b denote colour indices. In analogy to the case of BK one then defines the B-parameters of Q2, . . . , Q5 according
to

Bi (µ) =
〈
K̄ 0 |Qi (µ)| K 0〉

Ni
〈
K̄ 0 |s̄γ5d| 0

〉 〈
0 |s̄γ5d| K 0

〉 , i = 2, . . . , 5. (164)

The factors {N2, . . . , N5} are given by {−5/3, 1/3, 2, 2/3}, and it is understood that Bi (µ) is specified in some renormalization
scheme, such as MS or a variant of the regularization-independent momentum subtraction (RI-MOM) scheme.

The SUSY basis has been adopted in Refs. [47,51,52,470]. Alternatively, one can employ the chiral basis of Buras, Misiak
and Urban [471]. The SWME collaboration prefers the latter since the anomalous dimension that enters the RG running has
been calculated to 2-loops in perturbation theory [471]. Results obtained in the chiral basis can be easily converted to the
SUSY basis via

BSUSY
3 = 1

2

(
5Bchiral

2 − 3Bchiral
3

)
. (165)

The remaining B-parameters are the same in both bases. In the following we adopt the SUSY basis and drop the superscript.

31 Thanks to QCD parity invariance lattice computations for three more dimension-six operators, whose parity conserving parts coincide with the
corresponding parity conserving contributions of the operators Q1, Q2 and Q3, can be ignored.
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• Can LQCD + amplitude analysis + EFTs + models lead to a new level of 
understanding of resonances in general & exotics in particular?

• Can LQCD calculations for few-nucleon systems contribute to our 
understanding of large nuclei, neutron stars, etc?
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Cornucopia of exotics

26

New states

K-matrix

N/D

2

+ data from Babar, Belle, COMPASS, …

[I. Danilkin talk]

+ upcoming results from GLUEX, …[Dobbs, Shepherd]
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Abundance of ideas/models

27

Unifying Diquark and Molecular Models of Exotics

Richard Lebed

Accessing and Understanding
the QCD Spectra

Institute for Nuclear Theory
March, 2023

1

• Which are most “useful”? Can some be falsified? Systematic errors?

• Can specific observables be predicted that can be calculated with LQCD?

• Can we tell a “story” of exotics?

• Can they be connected to a deeper understanding of QCD/confinement?

• NR quark model [Segovia]

• Constituent glue [Swanson]

• Heavy-quark hybrids (flux excitations) 
[Mohapatra]

• Diquark quasiparticle [Lebed]

• Molecules [Ikeno, Hanhart]

• Nonresonant kinematical enhancements
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Abundance of theoretical/
computational tools

28

• Functional methods [Huber, Fischer]

• Born-Oppenheimer [Bruschini]

• Data-driven analytic continuation [Tripolt]

• Dispersion relations [Palaez, Hanhart]

• EFTs [Bruschini, Hanhart]

• Bootstrapping QCD [Guerrieri]

• Light front [Shuryak]

• Holography [Brodsky]

• Amplitude analysis [Mikhasenko]

Lattice Setup - fermions
• We use ensembles with Clover improved Twisted mass fermions produced with

• 𝑁𝑓 = 4 degenerate light flavors at three different lattice spacings
• 𝑁𝑓 = 2 + 1 + 1 (2 degenerate light flavors) + strange + charm

• We use the Iwasaki improved action

• The fermionic sector is implemented using the twisted mass formulation of 
lattice QCD, which for two mass degenerate quarks takes the form

• LQCD related/driven

• Spectrum & form-factors [Athenodorou, 
Nicholson, Hanlon, Walker-Loud, Dudek, Prelovsek, 
Mohler, Pefkou]

• Finite-volume formalism [Romero-López, 
Mai, Rusetsky, Ortega-Gama, SRS]

• Integral equations [Dawid, Islam, Döring]

• LQCD is a powerful tool with a limited domain: How can we effectively 
combine other methods with LQCD?
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Unifying Diquark and Molecular Models of Exotics

Richard Lebed

Accessing and Understanding
the QCD Spectra

Institute for Nuclear Theory
March, 2023

1

Lattice Setup - fermions
• We use ensembles with Clover improved Twisted mass fermions produced with

• 𝑁𝑓 = 4 degenerate light flavors at three different lattice spacings
• 𝑁𝑓 = 2 + 1 + 1 (2 degenerate light flavors) + strange + charm

• We use the Iwasaki improved action

• The fermionic sector is implemented using the twisted mass formulation of 
lattice QCD, which for two mass degenerate quarks takes the form

Fitting the lineshape & predicting Dalitz plots

• One can have 𝜋𝜋𝜋𝜋 in S- and D-wave coupled channels

• “Line shape”: integrate all three final-state momenta, 

14

[Sadasivan 2020]

Where is the resonance pole in s?

Vision & Synergies

29

Dispersion relations
EFTs

Models

LQCD

Playground with many
knobs to turn

Experiments
+ PWA 

A story for all 
resonances & 

exotics

FV formalism.
Rough predictions aid
experimental searches

Expt constrains theory.
Theory predicts new 

phenomena

LQCD constrains theory.
Theory extends LQCD
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A few personal 
highlights  

(& caveats)

30
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Combining LQCD with crossing

31
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Dispersive σ

No tension anymore

We traded statistical uncertainty 
increase by large systematic reduction
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Tests: good vs bad
Bad fit combination

Good fit combination
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Dispersive σ

No tension anymore

We traded statistical uncertainty 
increase by large systematic reduction
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LATTICE STUDY
We here focus on a DD⇤ Lüscher analysis @ M⇡ = 280 MeV

Padmanath & Prelovsek, PRL129(2022)032002

Then D⇤ is stable (M⇡ > �M = MD⇤ � MD) ! cut structure:

right-hand three-body cuts
right-hand two-body cut
left-hand cut

2

FIG. 1. Cut structure of the D⇤D system: Perpendicular
blue lines indicate the right-hand cuts, while the horizontal
red line indicates the left-hand cut. The perpendicular green
wavy line indicates the two-body cut.

sheet [13].

Amongst the many exotic candidates, the Tcc is of par-
ticular interest, since for physical pion masses it acquires
its width only from the DD⇡ channel, while for pion
masses slightly larger that can be studied e.g. using lat-
tice QCD and chiral e↵ective field theories, it is stable
with respect to the strong interaction. Accordingly, while
for the physical pion mass the DD⇡ cut is located below
the DD⇤ threshold, at higher pion masses it is located
above. In the latter case the pion exchange induces a
second cut (indicated as the horizontal red line in Fig. 1)
as will be discussed in the next section — this so called
left-hand cut (lhc) is in the focus of this work. Since the
locations of its branch points are connected to the range
of the potential, while the discontinuity depends on its
strength, the cut is also called dynamical cut [14].

For the Tcc there are now three studies available using
lattice QCD, namely Refs. [15–17]. While the first two
use the Lüscher method to extract D⇤D phase shifts �(E)
at m⇡ = 280 and 350 MeV, respectively, the last one uses
the method of the HAL-QCD collaboration: Here first
a D⇤D scattering potential is extracted which is then
used to calculate the phase shifts. The phase shifts are
connected to the scattering matrix via

T (E) =
1

p cot (�(E)) � ip
(1)

A pole of the T -matrix thus appears for

p cot(�) = ip . (2)

Below the threshold the momentum p gets imaginary for
real energies, with i|p| (�i|p|) for the first (second) sheet.
Poles below the lowest production threshold on the real
s-axis are called bound states or virtual states, if they
are located on the first or second sheet, respectively. To
exploit the phase-shifts extracted from the lattice studies
of Refs. [15–17], p cot(�) was parametrized by the first

. ...(a) m⇡ > �M (b) m⇡ < �M

FIG. 2. Sketch of the locations of the various branch cuts in
the complex s plane for m⇡=280 MeV, (a), and the physical
pion mass, (b), employing the color coding of Fig. 1: The
left-hand cut in red, the D⇤D cuts in green and the DD⇡
three-body cut in blue. The black dots show typical locations
for the Tcc poles: They can appear as a pair of virtual states
or a resonance in case (a) (only the former is shown) and is a
resonance in case (b).

two terms of the e↵ective range expansion (ERE)1,

p cot(�) =
1

a
+

1

2
rp2 . (3)

The radius of convergence of the e↵ective range expan-
sion is set by the location of the nearest singularity. For
the studies of relevance here, this is the left-hand cut, as
will be discussed below.

II. CUT STRUCTURE OF THE D⇤D
AMPLITUDE

In line with the available lattice setting employed for an
analysis of the D⇤D system, we work in the isospin limit.
Then the Tcc(3875) is a pure isoscalar state. The relevant
degrees of freedom for its description are D⇤D and DD⇡
introducing two-body and three-body branchpoints into
the amplitude, respectively. For physical pion masses, pi-
ons contribute to the D⇤D dynamics in two ways, namely
to the D⇤ self-energy and to the D⇤D scattering poten-
tial. Both induce right-hand cuts to the amplitude, which
are shown as the right and left blue line in Fig. 1, respec-
tively. The part of the pion propagator embedded in the
three-body system that generates this cut can be written
as [19–22]

G⇡(E, k 0, k)�1 = E�2MD�k2+k02

2MD

�!⇡(q) (4)

where E denotes the total energy and k (k 0) the incom-
ing (outgoing) D⇤D relative momentum in the overall
center-of-mass system. The pion energy in the intermedi-
ate state is !⇡(q)=

p
m2

⇡
+ q2, where q=p 0�p. Since for

1 If one of the scattering particles is unstable, the ERE needs to
performed around the complex branch point connected to the
two-body channels [18].

Left-hand cut appears as new non-analyticity very near-by
=) Study its impact on pole extraction

M. L. Du et al., [arXiv:2303.09441 [hep-ph]]

We take lattice data above lhc for granted! lattice with lhc: Raposo and Hansen, PoS LATTICE2022(2023)051
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
From unitarity one gets T (E)= � (2⇡/µ)1/ (p cot (�(E)) � ip)

Often employed: Taylor expansion (effective range expansion (ERE))

p cot (�(E)) = 1/a + (r/2)p2 =) Epole=�9.9 MeV [(p/EDD⇤)2= � 0.001]
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FIG. 1. Cut structure of the D⇤D system: Perpendicular
blue lines indicate the right-hand cuts, while the horizontal
red line indicates the left-hand cut. The perpendicular green
wavy line indicates the two-body cut.

sheet [13].

Amongst the many exotic candidates, the Tcc is of par-
ticular interest, since for physical pion masses it acquires
its width only from the DD⇡ channel, while for pion
masses slightly larger that can be studied e.g. using lat-
tice QCD and chiral e↵ective field theories, it is stable
with respect to the strong interaction. Accordingly, while
for the physical pion mass the DD⇡ cut is located below
the DD⇤ threshold, at higher pion masses it is located
above. In the latter case the pion exchange induces a
second cut (indicated as the horizontal red line in Fig. 1)
as will be discussed in the next section — this so called
left-hand cut (lhc) is in the focus of this work. Since the
locations of its branch points are connected to the range
of the potential, while the discontinuity depends on its
strength, the cut is also called dynamical cut [14].

For the Tcc there are now three studies available using
lattice QCD, namely Refs. [15–17]. While the first two
use the Lüscher method to extract D⇤D phase shifts �(E)
at m⇡ = 280 and 350 MeV, respectively, the last one uses
the method of the HAL-QCD collaboration: Here first
a D⇤D scattering potential is extracted which is then
used to calculate the phase shifts. The phase shifts are
connected to the scattering matrix via

T (E) =
1

p cot (�(E)) � ip
(1)

A pole of the T -matrix thus appears for

p cot(�) = ip . (2)

Below the threshold the momentum p gets imaginary for
real energies, with i|p| (�i|p|) for the first (second) sheet.
Poles below the lowest production threshold on the real
s-axis are called bound states or virtual states, if they
are located on the first or second sheet, respectively. To
exploit the phase-shifts extracted from the lattice studies
of Refs. [15–17], p cot(�) was parametrized by the first
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FIG. 2. Sketch of the locations of the various branch cuts in
the complex s plane for m⇡=280 MeV, (a), and the physical
pion mass, (b), employing the color coding of Fig. 1: The
left-hand cut in red, the D⇤D cuts in green and the DD⇡
three-body cut in blue. The black dots show typical locations
for the Tcc poles: They can appear as a pair of virtual states
or a resonance in case (a) (only the former is shown) and is a
resonance in case (b).

two terms of the e↵ective range expansion (ERE)1,

p cot(�) =
1

a
+

1

2
rp2 . (3)

The radius of convergence of the e↵ective range expan-
sion is set by the location of the nearest singularity. For
the studies of relevance here, this is the left-hand cut, as
will be discussed below.

II. CUT STRUCTURE OF THE D⇤D
AMPLITUDE

In line with the available lattice setting employed for an
analysis of the D⇤D system, we work in the isospin limit.
Then the Tcc(3875) is a pure isoscalar state. The relevant
degrees of freedom for its description are D⇤D and DD⇡
introducing two-body and three-body branchpoints into
the amplitude, respectively. For physical pion masses, pi-
ons contribute to the D⇤D dynamics in two ways, namely
to the D⇤ self-energy and to the D⇤D scattering poten-
tial. Both induce right-hand cuts to the amplitude, which
are shown as the right and left blue line in Fig. 1, respec-
tively. The part of the pion propagator embedded in the
three-body system that generates this cut can be written
as [19–22]

G⇡(E, k 0, k)�1 = E�2MD�k2+k02

2MD

�!⇡(q) (4)

where E denotes the total energy and k (k 0) the incom-
ing (outgoing) D⇤D relative momentum in the overall
center-of-mass system. The pion energy in the intermedi-
ate state is !⇡(q)=

p
m2

⇡
+ q2, where q=p 0�p. Since for

1 If one of the scattering particles is unstable, the ERE needs to
performed around the complex branch point connected to the
two-body channels [18].

Left-hand cut appears as new non-analyticity very near-by
=) Study its impact on pole extraction

M. L. Du et al., [arXiv:2303.09441 [hep-ph]]

We take lattice data above lhc for granted! lattice with lhc: Raposo and Hansen, PoS LATTICE2022(2023)051
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D⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤ <latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤ <latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤ <latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤ <latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D
<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="+WYBA/W7XJVStx+ftjNAkzuyEJw=">AAACJHicbVBNS8NAEN34bepHq0cvwSJ4Kq2I9lgrgkdFW4UmlM122i5udsPupFhCfoJX/Qf+Gm/iwYu/xU3bg1YfDDzem2FmXhgLbrBa/XQWFpeWV1bX1t3CxubWdrG00zYq0QxaTAml70NqQHAJLeQo4D7WQKNQwF34cJ77dyPQhit5i+MYgogOJO9zRtFKN37Mu8VytVKdwPtLajNSJjNcdUtOwe8plkQgkQlqTKceY5BSjZwJyFw/MRBT9kAH0LFU0ghMkE5OzbwDq/S8vtK2JHoT9edESiNjxlFoOyOKQzPv5eJ/XifBfj1IuYwTBMmmi/qJ8FB5+d9ej2tgKMaWUKa5vdVjQ6opQ5vOry2ASolQPWau659hEwZcXsgR10rmH6dIw0RQnaU+cjnObHy1+bD+kvZRpXZSOb4+LjeasyDXyB7ZJ4ekRk5Jg1ySK9IijAzIE3kmL86r8+a8Ox/T1gVnNrNLfsH5+gZ4J6V9</latexit>⇡

<latexit sha1_base64="bwsLLDp/HLS1eOiw82eBxXwS0Es=">AAACJHicdVDLSgNBEJz1bXxGj14Gg+Ap7KpovMWI4FHRqJCEMDvpxMHZmWWmNxiW/QSv+gd+jTfx4MVvcTaJoKIFDUVVN91dYSyFRd9/9yYmp6ZnZufmCwuLS8srq8W1K6sTw6HOtdTmJmQWpFBQR4ESbmIDLAolXId3x7l/3QdjhVaXOIihFbGeEl3BGTrpgrd326slv+z7fhAENCfBwb7vyOFhZSeo0CC3HEpkjLN20VtodjRPIlDIJbO2UYmxlTKDgkvICs3EQsz4HetBw1HFIrCtdHhqRrec0qFdbVwppEP1+0TKImsHUeg6I4a39reXi395jQS7lVYqVJwgKD5a1E0kRU3zv2lHGOAoB44wboS7lfJbZhhHl86PLYBay1DfZ4VC8whr0BPqRPWF0Sr/OEUWJpKZLG2iUIPMxfeVEf2fXO2Ug/3y3vleqVobBzlHNsgm2SYBOSBVckrOSJ1w0iMP5JE8ec/ei/fqvY1aJ7zxzDr5Ae/jE2HWpXM=</latexit>c3
<latexit sha1_base64="8Ur06waWIoKIHihU3pfoFUVYhWY=">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</latexit>c2

+
<latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤ <latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D

+ …
<latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="cBCoJfFKdSw5JKW7kKAxE6MFChQ=">AAACJHicbVDLTgJBEJzFF+IL9OhlIzExHggYohwRNfGIUcAEkMwODUyYndnM9BLJZj/Bq/6BX+PNePDitzg8DipW0kmlqjvdXV4guMF8/tNJLC2vrK4l11Mbm1vbO+nMbt2oUDOoMSWUvveoAcEl1JCjgPtAA/U9AQ1veDHxGyPQhit5h+MA2j7tS97jjKKVbi8fjjvpbD6Xn8JdJIU5yZI5qp2Ms9HqKhb6IJEJakyzFGA7oho5ExCnWqGBgLIh7UPTUkl9MO1oemrsHlql6/aUtiXRnao/JyLqGzP2PdvpUxyYv95E/M9rhtgrtSMugxBBstmiXihcVO7kb7fLNTAUY0so09ze6rIB1ZShTefXFkClhKce41SqdY4V6HN5JUdcKzn5OELqhYLqOGohl+PYxlf4G9YiqZ/kCqe54k0xW67Mg0ySfXJAjkiBnJEyuSZVUiOM9MkTeSYvzqvz5rw7H7PWhDOf2SO/4Hx9A8DopRQ=</latexit>

D⇤ <latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="pyUQsElZYXUmbRTRWTEjr5SLxr0=">AAACInicbVDLSgNBEJzxGddXokcvi0HwFDYimmOMCh4TMCokQWYnvXFwdmaZ6Q2GZb/Aq/6BX+NNPAl+jJPHwVdBQ1HVTXdXmEhhMQg+6Nz8wuLScmHFW11b39gslraurE4NhzbXUpubkFmQQkEbBUq4SQywOJRwHd6fjv3rIRgrtLrEUQK9mA2UiARn6KTW2W2xHFSCCfy/pDojZTJD87ZEV7t9zdMYFHLJrO3UEuxlzKDgEnKvm1pIGL9nA+g4qlgMtpdNDs39Paf0/UgbVwr9ifp9ImOxtaM4dJ0xwzv72xuL/3mdFKNaLxMqSREUny6KUumj9sdf+31hgKMcOcK4Ee5Wn98xwzi6bH5sAdRahvoh97zuCTZgINS5Ggqj1fjjDFmYSmbyrItCjXIXX/V3WH/J1UGlelQ5bB2W641ZkAWyQ3bJPqmSY1InF6RJ2oQTII/kiTzTF/pK3+j7tHWOzma2yQ/Qzy+IxaR4</latexit>

D

<latexit sha1_base64="+WYBA/W7XJVStx+ftjNAkzuyEJw=">AAACJHicbVBNS8NAEN34bepHq0cvwSJ4Kq2I9lgrgkdFW4UmlM122i5udsPupFhCfoJX/Qf+Gm/iwYu/xU3bg1YfDDzem2FmXhgLbrBa/XQWFpeWV1bX1t3CxubWdrG00zYq0QxaTAml70NqQHAJLeQo4D7WQKNQwF34cJ77dyPQhit5i+MYgogOJO9zRtFKN37Mu8VytVKdwPtLajNSJjNcdUtOwe8plkQgkQlqTKceY5BSjZwJyFw/MRBT9kAH0LFU0ghMkE5OzbwDq/S8vtK2JHoT9edESiNjxlFoOyOKQzPv5eJ/XifBfj1IuYwTBMmmi/qJ8FB5+d9ej2tgKMaWUKa5vdVjQ6opQ5vOry2ASolQPWau659hEwZcXsgR10rmH6dIw0RQnaU+cjnObHy1+bD+kvZRpXZSOb4+LjeasyDXyB7ZJ4ekRk5Jg1ySK9IijAzIE3kmL86r8+a8Ox/T1gVnNrNLfsH5+gZ4J6V9</latexit>⇡
<latexit sha1_base64="qaFZOXA+nIZiyOMzybSeumrcHuI=">AAACJHicdVDJSgNBEO2JW0xcEj16GQyCp5BI0BxjRPDgIaJZIAmhp1NJmvR0D901wWGYT/Cqf+DXeBMPXvwWJ4tgXB4UPN6roqqe4wlusFB4txIrq2vrG8nNVHpre2c3k91rGOVrBnWmhNIthxoQXEIdOQpoeRqo6whoOuOLqd+cgDZcyTsMPOi6dCj5gDOKsXTLete9TK6YL8xgF36RLytHFqj1sla601fMd0EiE9SYdtnDbkg1ciYgSnV8Ax5lYzqEdkwldcF0w9mpkX0UK317oHRcEu2Z+n0ipK4xgevEnS7FkfnpTcW/vLaPg3I35NLzESSbLxr4wkZlT/+2+1wDQxHEhDLN41ttNqKaMozTWdoCqJRw1H2USnXOsQpDLi/lhGslpx+HSB1fUB2FHeQyiL7H9z9pnOSLp/nSTSlXqS6CTJIDckiOSZGckQq5IjVSJ4wMyQN5JE/Ws/VivVpv89aEtZjZJ0uwPj4BNeylVw==</latexit>cL

<latexit sha1_base64="bwsLLDp/HLS1eOiw82eBxXwS0Es=">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</latexit>c3

We still have

p cot (�(E))= � 2⇡

µ
T (E)�1+ip

However, it now becomes
complex below lhc
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M. L. Du et al., [arXiv:2303.09441 [hep-ph]].
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• ERE (and QC2) fail below 
left-hand cut

• Fit including OPE shows 
very different behavior

• Two virtual bound states
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<latexit sha1_base64="52aL0PjG86nzGnHqi976x3mPqr8=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARXJWkiLoRim5cVrAPaEOZTCft0MkkzNyIJWTjr7hxoYhbP8Odf+M0zUJbDwwczrmvOX4suAbH+baWlldW19ZLG+XNre2dXXtvv6WjRFHWpJGIVMcnmgkuWRM4CNaJFSOhL1jbH99M/fYDU5pH8h4mMfNCMpQ84JSAkfr2YQ/YI+RzUl8QOs7SkFzVsr5dcapODrxI3IJUUIFG3/7qDSKahEwCFUTrruvE4KVEAaeCZeVeolls5pMh6xoqSci0l+aLM3xilAEOImWeBJyrvztSEmo9CX1TGRIY6XlvKv7ndRMILr2UyzgBJulsUZAIDBGepoEHXDEKYmIIoYqbWzEdEUUomMzKJgR3/suLpFWruudV9+6sUr8u4iihI3SMTpGLLlAd3aIGaiKKMvSMXtGb9WS9WO/Wx6x0ySp6DtAfWJ8/iKWXAQ==</latexit>

ma = 2
<latexit sha1_base64="Dj6vPPCnN4Bkm6UWJBya5dN7fn8=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ34rPUVdeHCzWARXJVEpLoRim5cVrAPaEOZTCft0MkkzNyIJWTjr7hxoYhbP8Odf+M0zUJbDwwczrmvOX4suAbH+baWlldW19ZLG+XNre2dXXtvv6WjRFHWpJGIVMcnmgkuWRM4CNaJFSOhL1jbH99M/fYDU5pH8h4mMfNCMpQ84JSAkfr2YQ/YI+RzUl8QOs7SkFzVsr5dcapODrxI3IJUUIFG3/7qDSKahEwCFUTrruvE4KVEAaeCZeVeolls5pMh6xoqSci0l+aLM3xilAEOImWeBJyrvztSEmo9CX1TGRIY6XlvKv7ndRMILr2UyzgBJulsUZAIDBGepoEHXDEKYmIIoYqbWzEdEUUomMzKJgR3/suLpHVWdWtV9+68Ur8u4iihI3SMTpGLLlAd3aIGaiKKMvSMXtGb9WS9WO/Wx6x0ySp6DtAfWJ8/jrmXBQ==</latexit>

ma = 6
<latexit sha1_base64="u8h9Uy1eONRHkKDZo18t6kt2YsE=">AAACAXicbVDLSgMxFM3UVx1fo24EN4NFcFUmLqqbYtGNywr2AW0pmTTThmYeJHfEMowbP0U3LhRx6we4dyP+jem0C209EDicc29OctxIcAWO823kFhaXllfyq+ba+sbmlrW9U1dhLCmr0VCEsukSxQQPWA04CNaMJCO+K1jDHV6M/cYNk4qHwTWMItbxST/gHqcEtNS19trAbiG7J3EFocM08UkZl9KuVXCKTgZ7nuApKZx9mOXo4cusdq3Pdi+ksc8CoIIo1cJOBJ2ESOBUsNRsx4pFOoD0WUvTgPhMdZIsObUPtdKzvVDqE4Cdqb83EuIrNfJdPekTGKhZbyz+57Vi8E47CQ+iGFhAJ0FeLGwI7XEddo9LRkGMNCFUcv1Wmw6IJBR0aaYuAc9+eZ7Uj4u4VMRXuFA5RxPk0T46QEcIoxNUQZeoimqIojv0iJ7Ri3FvPBmvxttkNGdMd3bRHxjvP2cvmn4=</latexit>

ma = 16

<latexit sha1_base64="6JBsNFZlhu3/pw9SwqioMaF35Uo=">AAACCHicbVC7SgNBFJ2Nrxhfq5YWLkbBKu6mUMugjYVFBPOAPJbZyWwyZPbhzF0xLFva+Cs2IorYCv6Anb/hB4iTTQpNPDBwOOe+5jghZxJM81PLzMzOzS9kF3NLyyura/r6RlUGkSC0QgIeiLqDJeXMpxVgwGk9FBR7Dqc1p3869GvXVEgW+JcwCGnLw12fuYxgUJKtbzeB3kA6J3Y4Jv0kvmoX7fjcSg68djGx9bxZMFMY08Qak3xp1/yKH7/fy7b+0ewEJPKoD4RjKRuWGUIrxgIY4TTJNSNJQ7UHd2lDUR97VLbi9IDE2FNKx3ADoZ4PRqr+7oixJ+XAc1Slh6EnJ72h+J/XiMA9bsXMDyOgPhktciNuQGAMUzE6TFACfKAIJoKpWw3SwwITUNnlVAjW5JenSbVYsA4L1oWVL52gEbJoC+2gfWShI1RCZ6iMKoigW3SPntCzdqc9aC/a66g0o417NtEfaG8/NIyeiA==</latexit>

q
2
L1/m

2
<latexit sha1_base64="GjlBsNNUz3GnNDtBBWDwSW5bw5c=">AAACCHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUsLF6NgFXe3UMugjYVFBPOAvJidTJIhsw9n7oph2NLGX7ERUcRW8Afs/A0/QJxsUmjigYHDOfc1xw05k2BZn0ZqZnZufiG9mFlaXlldy65vlGUQCUJLJOCBqLpYUs58WgIGnFZDQbHnclpx+6dDv3JNhWSBfwmDkDY83PVZhxEMWmplt+tAbyCZo1yOST9WV02npc6d+MBrOnErm7PyVgJzmthjkivsWl/q8fu92Mp+1NsBiTzqA+FYyppthdBQWAAjnMaZeiRpqPfgLq1p6mOPyoZKDojNPa20zU4g9PPBTNTfHQp7Ug48V1d6GHpy0huK/3m1CDrHDcX8MALqk9GiTsRNCMxhKmabCUqADzTBRDB9q0l6WGACOruMDsGe/PI0KTt5+zBvX9i5wgkaIY220A7aRzY6QgV0hoqohAi6RffoCT0bd8aD8WK8jkpTxrhnE/2B8fYDNhaeiQ==</latexit>

q
2
L2/m

2
<latexit sha1_base64="GjlBsNNUz3GnNDtBBWDwSW5bw5c=">AAACCHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUsLF6NgFXe3UMugjYVFBPOAvJidTJIhsw9n7oph2NLGX7ERUcRW8Afs/A0/QJxsUmjigYHDOfc1xw05k2BZn0ZqZnZufiG9mFlaXlldy65vlGUQCUJLJOCBqLpYUs58WgIGnFZDQbHnclpx+6dDv3JNhWSBfwmDkDY83PVZhxEMWmplt+tAbyCZo1yOST9WV02npc6d+MBrOnErm7PyVgJzmthjkivsWl/q8fu92Mp+1NsBiTzqA+FYyppthdBQWAAjnMaZeiRpqPfgLq1p6mOPyoZKDojNPa20zU4g9PPBTNTfHQp7Ug48V1d6GHpy0huK/3m1CDrHDcX8MALqk9GiTsRNCMxhKmabCUqADzTBRDB9q0l6WGACOruMDsGe/PI0KTt5+zBvX9i5wgkaIY220A7aRzY6QgV0hoqohAi6RffoCT0bd8aD8WK8jkpTxrhnE/2B8fYDNhaeiQ==</latexit>

q
2
L2/m

2
<latexit sha1_base64="GjlBsNNUz3GnNDtBBWDwSW5bw5c=">AAACCHicbVC7SgNBFJ2NrxhfUUsLF6NgFXe3UMugjYVFBPOAvJidTJIhsw9n7oph2NLGX7ERUcRW8Afs/A0/QJxsUmjigYHDOfc1xw05k2BZn0ZqZnZufiG9mFlaXlldy65vlGUQCUJLJOCBqLpYUs58WgIGnFZDQbHnclpx+6dDv3JNhWSBfwmDkDY83PVZhxEMWmplt+tAbyCZo1yOST9WV02npc6d+MBrOnErm7PyVgJzmthjkivsWl/q8fu92Mp+1NsBiTzqA+FYyppthdBQWAAjnMaZeiRpqPfgLq1p6mOPyoZKDojNPa20zU4g9PPBTNTfHQp7Ug48V1d6GHpy0huK/3m1CDrHDcX8MALqk9GiTsRNCMxhKmabCUqADzTBRDB9q0l6WGACOruMDsGe/PI0KTt5+zBvX9i5wgkaIY220A7aRzY6QgV0hoqohAi6RffoCT0bd8aD8WK8jkpTxrhnE/2B8fYDNhaeiQ==</latexit>
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(qb/m)2

Figure 12. Function qb cot �'b as a function of q2
b for fixed values of ma. The black line corresponds to the function �|qb/m|.

The grey line in the middle panel corresponds to the +|qb/m| line. Orange points were obtained in the FV computation. We
highlight the OPE amplitude branch points with vertical, dashed lines.

amplitude below the s'b threshold. We observe that the ERE expansion yields a result deviating from the correct
result by a value an order of magnitude worse than in the ma = 2 case.

In the central panel of Fig. 12, we present the qb cot �'b for the ma = 6 case. The 3' threshold and the OPE branch
points are shown respectively at (q3'/m)2 ⇡ 0.037, (qL1/m)2 ⇡ �0.108, and (qL2/m)2 ⇡ �0.012. The real part of
the qb cot �'b crosses the �|qb|/m line in two places, (q1/m)2 ⇡ �0.015 and (q2/m)2 ⇡ �0.066. Again we see that for
(q1/m)2, the imaginary part has a finite value whereas, for (q2/m)2, it is zero (see the insets in the central panel of
Fig. 12), thus leading to a trimer state. Zero in Im(qb cot'b) can be understood by inspecting Eq. (21). Whenever,
M'b has a pole, the imaginary part of K

�1 disappears, since iqb is real. This behavior is not a↵ected by the presence
of the cut. It is interesting to find that the finite volume calculation correctly predicted this pole despite neglecting
the cut structure of the OPE. We believe this is caused by the enhancement of the amplitude M'b in the vicinity of
the trimer pole which makes the cut presence a negligible e↵ect. It would be interesting to see how well would the
FV quantization condition perform in the region (qb/m)2 2 [�0.6, �0.1] for which there is no data available.

Finally, we discuss the ma = 16 case, for which the two-body bound state becomes very shallow, with a mass
mb ⇡ 1.9961m. We show the obtained amplitude on the bottom panel of Fig. 11. The short cut goes between
sL1/m

2
⇡ 8.9065 and sL2/m

2
⇡ 8.9686. The threshold is located s'b/m

2 = 8.9766. We find a clear indication of
the three-body pole at sb/m

2
⇡ 8.7829. This result agrees well with the value s/m

2
⇡ 8.7829 found for the same

scattering length in Ref. [74].
Reference [74] also found a second, shallow trimer at position s/m

2
⇡ 8.9759. We, too, observe this pole, at

sb/m
2 = 8.9763, which is only a 4.5 · 10�3 % deviation from the finite-volume result. This sub-percent agreement is

emphasized in the bottom panel of Fig. 11.
Near the 'b threshold, we fit the amplitude using the ERE expansion and obtain mb0 = 149.17, r0 = 38.73. This

leads to an approximate prediction of the shallow bound state’s location of sb/m
2

⇡ 8.9763. It is within 10�4 % the
value we obtained in our calculation. As one would expect, the ERE can not predict the first (deeper) trimer since it
breaks down before reaching this pole due to the presence of the OPE short branch cut.

For a more direct comparison with the finite-volume results, we point the reader to the qb cot �'b plot for am = 16

ma s'b/m2 sb/m2 sv/m2

Smooth Hard Smooth Hard

2 7.4641 7.2530 6.8497 — 7.0007

6 8.8329 8.5357 8.3860 8.8158 8.8257

16 8.9766 8.7828, 8.9763 8.6900, 8.9755 — —

Table I. Positions of the bound and virtual states for di↵erent values of ma and two choices of the UV regularization. Values
of the 'b threshold are listed for comparison.

[Islam, Dawid]
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Figure 5. Comparison of the pole positions between the FVU and RFT three-particle formalisms.
The pole position is related to the mass and width of the resonance reported in Table 4.

that the results for the combination �MR/
R
dQ3 have a slope of O(10�1). Furthermore, for

lower values of g, the relation seems linear but lower than the tree-level prediction O(1)3.
Finally we observe deviation from the linearity for the highest point in g.

6 Conclusion

We have determined the properties of resonances with the three-particle decay modes in
the complex '4 theory. This has been achieved after several steps: (i) generating field
configurations and computing the finite-volume energy levels, (ii) analyzing the spectrum
with (different) finite-volume formalisms, and (iii) solving the integral equations to compute
the pole position of the three-particle amplitude in the complex energy plane.
The model of choice contains two complex scalars with masses M1 > 3M0, and an explicit
term in the Lagrangian, allowing a one-to-three decay. By solving the Generalized Eigen-
value problem, we have determined the energy levels of two and three particles. Given the
affordable computational cost of this theory, we have carried out the simulations at several
lattice volumes and parameters in the action. More details about the theory can be found
in section 2, and a summary of the energy levels is provided in Table 2.
Regarding the analysis of the spectra, we have used two versions of the three-particle finite-
volume formalisms: the RFT and FVU. Indeed, this is the first time that the same dataset

3Here, it is assumed that a bare value of coupling g can be used to obtain numerical predictions
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• QCs fail beyond relevant LH cut

• Smooth cutoff (RFT) leads to problems with 
analytic continuation

• Symmetric vs asymmetric 𝒦df,3
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LQCD for NN matures

34

[Nicholson, Hanlon, Walker-Loud]

● NN results in continuum see only virtual 
bound states [Mainz]

● GEVP results see no bound state, while 
asymmetric correlators do [NPLQCD]

● Agreement between Lüscher and HAL QCD 
method on same ensemble [sLapHnn]

● Continuum H-dibaryon binding energy in 
agreement from two actions
[BaSc: Mainz+sLapHnn]

Results beginning to converge?

[NPLQCD, arXiv:2108.10835]
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Discretization errors not well 
controlled in most LQCD 
calculations related to resonances

● NN results in continuum see only virtual 
bound states [Mainz]

● GEVP results see no bound state, while 
asymmetric correlators do [NPLQCD]

● Agreement between Lüscher and HAL QCD 
method on same ensemble [sLapHnn]
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Results beginning to converge?
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Closing thoughts
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The questions we want to address

A. Pilloni – Introduction and goals

• What «understanding» mean? 
What would be the acceptable end of the hadron quest?

• Once we have the determined the spectrum and interactions of 
hybrids/XYZ/glueballs etc., what do we really want to learn?

• What level of complementarity can we expect between Lattice QCD 
and experimental data in the next decade?

• Is the present model of collaboration between theory and 
experiment efficient?

• Could AI technology provide groundbreakingly different tools?

[A. Pilloni]
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11

The questions we want to address

A. Pilloni – Introduction and goals

• What «understanding» mean? 
What would be the acceptable end of the hadron quest?

• Once we have the determined the spectrum and interactions of 
hybrids/XYZ/glueballs etc., what do we really want to learn?

• What level of complementarity can we expect between Lattice QCD 
and experimental data in the next decade?

• Is the present model of collaboration between theory and 
experiment efficient?

• Could AI technology provide groundbreakingly different tools?

• We are a long way from reaching the “end”! Nevertheless, these are good questions. 

• Some answers:

• Understanding the different types of collective phenomena/important degrees of 
freedom that occur in a strongly-interacting theory (having a “story”)

• Having tools that will transfer to other (BSM?) strongly-interacting theories

• Having tools that will allow first-principles calculations of electroweak processes (e.g. 
CP-violation in D decays)

• We should not be afraid of needing multiple pictures to encompass the exotic zoo
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• Area with tremendous potential growth!

• LQCD calculations are hard, and move relatively slowly

• Focus on key quantities: resonances with 3-particle decays; 2N & 3N

• Use LQCD as a playground

• Varying quark masses allows access to different regimes

• 3-particle scattering is not possible experimentally
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• Making this work is essential!

• JPAC and (hopefully) ExoHad are excellent models for this

• Workshops like this one are crucial

• Include more experimentalists?

• Summer schools/lecture series: train experimentalists and theorists side by side? 

• Help build the case for future experimental upgrades
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LQCD and
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Many thanks to 
Alessandro, Gernot, Raúl, 

and to the INT, 
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Lattice Setup - fermions
• We use ensembles with Clover improved Twisted mass fermions produced with

• 𝑁𝑓 = 4 degenerate light flavors at three different lattice spacings
• 𝑁𝑓 = 2 + 1 + 1 (2 degenerate light flavors) + strange + charm

• We use the Iwasaki improved action

• The fermionic sector is implemented using the twisted mass formulation of 
lattice QCD, which for two mass degenerate quarks takes the form
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